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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2009-2010 


Texas Kappa 


  


A.            Initiations 


To be eligible to join the Texas Kappa chapter, the pledges were required to be in top 25% of the 
junior class or in the top 35% of the senior class as outlined in the Pi Tau Sigma constitution. In 
addition to excelling high academically, the pledges were also required to complete ten pledge 
points in addition to attending all general meetings. A minimum of five of the pledge points were 
to be from service events and a maximum of five of the points were to be from social events. 
Therefore the students were able to complete more points by doing service activities if they so 
wished. The students who completed all the pledge requirements were initiated during the last 
week of classes. Prior to conducting the initiation ceremony, all the pledges were given a tour of 
the mechanical engineering building. Our long standing tradition has been to conduct the 
ceremony on the roof of our mechanical engineering building. However, due to construction we 
were unable to gain access to the roof during either fall or spring semester. Instead we held the 
ceremony in the senior design course lecture room. The initiation ceremony followed the 
guidelines as set forth in the rituals of Pi Tau Sigma. Additionally, we had the original chapter 
charter present. Once the initiation was completed each pledge and officer signed their name in a 
book that contains names from each pledge class and officer team from many decades past. In 
addition to the pledges, the Texas Kappa chapter also initiated our chapter advisor Dr. Eric 
Taleff for his outstanding service to our chapter. To celebrate all the new initiates, a banquet was 
held at a nearby Brazilian restaurant. The fall initiation took place on December 1st, 2009, while 
the spring initiation took place on May 6th, 2010. The pledges for each semester are listed below. 


Fall 2009 Pledges: 
Derek Bass 
Adam Browning 
Jason Browning 
David Chen 
Sarah Horne 
Brian Kiet 
Matthew Kijowski 
Brandon Landry 
Timothy Leung 
Kristen McConnell 
Ashley Powell 
Neil Woodson 
David Zummo 
 
 







Spring 2010 Pledges: 
Austin Anderson 
Vineet Chauhan 
Mary Clayton 
John Fyffe 
Steven Kilbride 
Darlene King 
Sally McMenamin 
Darrell Morehouse 
Brad Parro 
Barret Pickett 
Maria Veronica Pulido 
Brian Robinson 
Matthew Wright 
Dr. Eric Taleff (Honorary) 
 
B.            Chapter Activities 


During the last academic year, our chapter increased its activities. The activities are broken down 
by semester below. 


Fall 2009 activities: 


The fall semester started off with information sessions for eligible pledges. The information 
sessions aimed to describe the advantages of joining Pi Tau Sigma for those unfamiliar with the 
organization and also describing the pledge requirements. The Texas Kappa chapter held five 
general meetings during the fall semester. In each meeting, we had a variety of presentations. 
The Wood Group and Schlumberger and each held a general meeting with our chapter. 
Additionally, we had the Business Foundations Program from the McCombs School of Business 
present on a business certificate program aimed at engineering students. As an academic balance 
we also had a graduate school presentation by our chapter advisor who is also the assistant 
graduate advisor for our department. The graduate school presentation gave chance for actives 
and pledges to ask specific questions about what they need to do to get into graduate school and 
why it can be beneficiary to get a higher degree. 


Other activities our chapter engaged in included teaching short science experiments after school 
at a local elementary school. The program aims to increase the students’ interest in science and 
engineering. Additionally our chapter held regular social gatherings where pledges, actives, and 
officers got to know each other better in an informal atmosphere. During mid semester following 
our chapter traditions the pledges and officers held a dinner at a famous local barbecue 
establishment. To highlight our chapter’s presence within our department, our chapter held an 
advisory table during the registration period for classes to give underclassmen a perspective on 
what classes might be beneficiary. In addition to all of the activities by the pledges and actives, 
the Texas Kappa chapter also had a designated officer attend the Student Engineering Council 
meetings to represent our organization and department. 







Spring 2010 activities: 


Similar to the fall semester, the spring semester started off with information sessions for eligible 
pledges. During the semester our chapter held six general meetings. The first general meeting 
gave the pledges a chance to meet actives and the whole officer team. The other five general 
meetings had presentations by the following companies: Celaneses, SpaceX, El Paso, 
Optimation, and ExxonMobil. 


The Texas Kappa chapter also participated in the 2010 Pi Tau Sigma national convention held in 
Lubbock, TX. The convention attendees from our chapter where President Mikko Ponkala and 
Student Engineering Council Representative Matthew Kijowski. 


Our chapter also competed during the National Engineers Week. At the University of Texas at 
Austin, the engineers week involves one week of competitions organized by various engineering 
students organizations. Many of the competition require variety of skills and quick thinking 
skills. The Texas Kappa chapter proudly placed third in the small organization category.  


Our chapter was also involved in various service activities. In the beginning of the chapter few of 
our actives and officers assisted corporate representatives during the Engineering Career Expo. 
The students helped the representatives set up and feel welcome to our university. Also, our 
pledges and actives volunteered for Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day. The program aims to 
spark interest in elementary age and younger girls in engineering. Even though our chapter did 
not have our own activity, our volunteers helped out multitude of organizations giving us a wide 
representation. During the Explore UT, a university wide open house, the Texas Kappa chapter 
held a solar car workshop for children. The workshop involved our actives and pledges assisting 
young children to construct a solar car out of a solar panel, chassis, motor, axles, and wheels. 
After completing the car, the children received the opportunity to test their cars outside. The 
workshop aimed to educate the children about the mechanics of their everyday commuting while 
also describing alternatives to the limited resources of our current fossil fuel based energy.  


To raise funds, our chapter helped the Student Engineering Council organize a cheap lunch open 
to all engineering students. For just a few dollars, each student could purchase two slices of 
pizza, chips, and a drink.  


To promote friendship among various departments and organizations, our chapter organized a 
barbecue at a nearby park open to all engineering honor societies. Due to the positive feedback 
and turn out, our chapter is looking to organize the barbecue again next spring.   


Similarly to the fall semester, our chapter held an undergraduate advisory table during 
registration, a mid-semester barbecue dinner, and regular social gatherings open to the whole 
membership to promote friendship among our members. 


 


 







C.            Other 


The officers for the Texas Kappa chapter along with their positions are listed below: 


Fall 2009 officers: 


President    Matthias Lang 
Vice President   Alex Oddo 
Secretary   Joanna Tsenn 
Treasurer   Prasad Joshi 
Corporate Representative Mikko Ponkala 
Service Chair   Kramer Schlaudt 
Activities Chair  Enrique Villareal 
Historian   David Kistenmacher 
SEC Representative  Domagoj Jursic 
Webmaster   Chris Lam 
 
Spring 2010 officers: 
 
President   Mikko Ponkala 
Vice President   Joanna Tsenn 
Secretary   Chris Lam 
Treasurer   Prasad Joshi 
Corporate Representative David Zummo 
Service Chair   Kramer Schlaudt 
Activities Chair  Derek Bass 
SEC Representative  Alex Oddo 
    Matthew Kijowski 
 
Report compiled by: 
Mikko Ponkala   May 17th, 2010 
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Initiates and Initiation  


 


Selection and Recruitment Process  


To be eligible for membership in the Texas Kappa chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, Mechanical 


Engineering students at The University of Texas at Austin must have completed 60 or more 


credit hours for a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering, while maintaining an overall 


GPA of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale. At the start of each semester, the PTS faculty advisor works 


with the M.E. department to identify those students from this group who are also in the top 25% 


of the junior class or the top 35% of the senior class as defined in the Pi Tau Sigma Constitution. 


Once the list of eligible members is determined, PTS officers hand-deliver invitation letters from 


the department to all of the prospective members and send an invitation via email written by the 


current president. The letter and email explain the purpose of Pi Tau Sigma, describe some of the 


programs and events that the chapter participates in, and invite the prospective members to 


attend information sessions where they can learn more about the organization and the 


requirements for membership.  


  


Initiation Requirements  


In order to get the new initiates accustomed to carrying out the core values of Pi Tau 


Sigma and to make membership in our chapter meaningful, our chapter calls for the candidates to 


meet several requirements for initiation. A points system is in place to ensure candidates get 


involved in both social and service events. Candidates must have 15 points by the time of 


initiation. A maximum of 5 points must be earned by participating in social events, and a 


minimum of 5 points must be earned by participating in service events. Candidates can also earn 


1 point for each of the six general meetings that they attend. Additional requirements for 


initiation include submitting a resume to the recording secretary; paying membership dues by the 


2nd general meeting; passing a "PTS Constitution Quiz;" obtaining signatures from all officers, 


membership candidates, and the faculty advisor; and attending initiation.   


  


Initiation Ceremony  


Our chapter's initiation ceremony typically occurs two weeks before the end of each 


semester. For the 2013-2014 year, initiations were held on December 5, 2013 and April 29, 2014, 


and we initiated 10 and 8 new members in each of the ceremonies, respectively. We consider 


initiation to be a formal affair, and all in attendance are required to wear business formal attire. 


Our long standing tradition has been to conduct the initiation ceremony on the roof of our 


Mechanical Engineering building. Prior to going to the roof, our initiates each semester were 


given a tour of some of the most cutting edge labs in the mechanical engineering building. After 


the tour, the initiation ceremony was conducted following the guidelines as set forth in the rituals 


of Pi Tau Sigma. Once the initiation was completed, each pledge and officer signed their name in 


our Initiation Record Book that contains names from each pledge class and officer team since our 


chapter's charter year, 1931.  


To celebrate the accomplishments of the new initiates, we held a banquet both semesters 


at the famous Salt Lick BBQ restaurant in Driftwood, TX, where top candidates were 







recognized. Through fundraising, we were able to afford to pay for the meals of all members, 


both new and old, who elected to attend.  


  


Chapter Activities  


 


Fundraising  


Each year our chapter raises money through several programs. Our most common 


fundraising event is PTS Cheap Lunch, where we serve food and drinks to students of all majors 


on the lawn between the engineering buildings. In general, we sell pizza, chips, sodas, and candy 


at an extremely low cost--about $1 per slice of Domino’s pizza. We have also grilled burgers and 


sold those along with chips and a drink. We feel that, in addition to fundraising, our version of 


Cheap Lunch simultaneously serves our community by giving students the opportunity to enjoy 


an affordable lunch right outside of their classes with their peers. Labor from PTS members and 


candidates is procured on a volunteer basis, and therefore the lunches count as a service event for 


candidates to earn their required points.   


This year, we hosted a total of five lunches. Not only did this increase our success in 


raising funds, but it also improved our campus visibility and recognition amongst younger 


mechanical engineering students. Chapter recognition has been and will continue to be an 


important goal for us, so there is no doubt that we will continue this event moving forward. 


Furthermore, we also served lunch to middle and high school students from all across the country 


who attended the annual Explore UT day, an event where campus is open to visitors who want to 


learn more about the university and all the different programs its departments offer. We sold over 


$1,000 worth of food at this year’s event. Finally, we continued our popular morning coffee sales 


from the chapter office. In addition to coffee, however, we began selling popular snacks (e.g., 


Sun Chips, Starbursts, and Snickers) throughout the day as well. The combined fundraising 


efforts raised over $2000 this year.  


  


Service  


Service events of this year for our candidates and actives included a slew of the 


longstanding Texas Kappa service events, as well as the addition of a few new ones. Our service 


events included our usual Peer Advising, Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day, Explore UT, 


Austin Food Bank, Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure, Pease Park Cleanup, Austin Cap 10k, and 


Austin Pets Alive. The first three of the service events listed above were on-campus programs. 


ME Peer Advising is one of our chapter's signature service duties. During registration, we 


provide suggestions to underclassmen on scheduling, classes, and professors. We are the only 


group in Mechanical Engineering besides the Advising Office itself with the qualifications 


needed to properly advise students, so our schedule for registration weeks is always packed. 


Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day entailed providing labor to the on-campus day-long program 


for introducing young girls to the world of science and engineering, including providing food 


and concessions to the over 5000 elementary and high school girls who turned out. At Explore 


UT, in addition to the lunch fundraiser we ran, we also set up a booth to introduce visiting 


students of all ages to fundamental principles of Mechanical Engineering. We set up an exhibit of 


our 13-piece miniature steam engine collection and ran the engines using compressed air while 


describing each engine's principles of operation to the audience.  


As members of Pi Tau Sigma, we also held volunteering within the community as a high 


priority. Volunteering for the Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure involved helping set up and tear 







down all the equipment, scaffolding, and banners for the finish line area. Our candidates and 


actives served hundreds of homeless and impoverished Austin citizens when we volunteered with 


the Austin Food Bank. To help keep our local parks clean and beautiful, we helped pick up trash 


from our nearby Pease Park. During the Cap 10k, we manned the recycling stations and helped 


pick up trash at the end of the race. Lastly, we looked after the lost pets of our community we 


volunteered with two animal shelter events with Austin Pet’s Alive by walking dogs and cleaning 


out cages and by helping setup for a special adopting session called the Dog Rescue.  


 


Departmental Activities  


One of Pi Tau Sigma's core duties is to encourage participation in departmental activities. 


This year our departmental activities included maintaining the department's miniature steam 


engine collection, conducting ME faculty interviews, constructing a Job Interview Question 


Database, and conducting formal peer advising for over 400 undergraduate students in the 


Mechanical Engineering department.  


Three years ago, Don Foster (BSME 1948), one of our alumni members, donated his 


collection of hand built miniature gas and steam engines to our chapter. Since then we have been 


entrusted by the ME department with the responsibility of cleaning and maintaining the engines 


so we could proudly display them in the ME building and at outreach events. A 1916 Case Steam 


Tractor, a Corliss Steam Engine, and a Hit and Miss gasoline engine are just a few examples of 


the 13 different engines. For both the fall and spring, our engines officer worked on creating 


documentation for each engine explaining how the engine worked and the history of its design.  


The ME faculty interviews entailed gathering a group of PTS members together to meet with 


some of the job candidates the ME department was considering hiring in the spring. The 


department invited us to have lunch with each of candidates, ask them about their interests and 


areas of research, and give feedback to the department about whether or not we liked the 


candidate and would enjoy having him or her as a professor. These interviews were a lot of fun 


and greatly helped the department gather some student input to help them make their hiring 


decisions.  


One of the most important activities that we participated in last spring was formal peer 


advising. In years past, our peer advising consisted of an officer and a couple of candidates 


sitting at a table in the Mechanical Engineering building lobby and informally answering 


questions about different classes and professors. This year, however, we continued our new 


tradition of working with the advising department to officially incorporate us into the advising 


process, sending over 400 undergraduates to our office to be formally advised on prospective 


classes, different professors, and each student’s plan to graduate in four or four and a half years. 


This program was particularly important for two reasons. First, formal peer advising gave 


officers an opportunity to directly give back to the Mechanical Engineering community and 


department at our school. Second, this program also greatly increased awareness of Pi Tau 


Sigma, especially among freshmen and sophomores that would have probably otherwise not 


have heard of us until their junior years. Since the students and department advisors thought that 


the first iteration of this program was so successful, the department allowed Pi Tau Sigma to 


advise more than 33% of the undergraduate students in the Fall and Spring semesters.  


  


Special Events  


During the spring semester, our chapter usually hosts the Carnot Class Golf Tournament, 


which involves a day of golf with students and corporate partners attending. This year we were 







not able to host our golf tournament due mainly to a lack of corporate interest. However, we plan 


to tackle preparation for this event much more vigorously in the coming year so that we can 


begin hosting it again.  


   


Social Events  


Our chapter believes strongly in building relationships between our members and in the 


importance of team cohesion. To foster these ideals, we engaged in social happy hours, outings 


to different unique local attractions, and attending sports events. The happy hours each semester 


were held at local restaurants for the membership candidates to get their signatures for initiation 


and to have fun together with the members of their candidate class, as well as actives who want a 


break from studying. We also had a mini-golf event at Peter Pan Mini Golf, a local Austin 


attraction that allowed our candidate to familiarize themselves with the officers. Finally, after 


having a very successful year of fundraising, we were able to take our candidates and actives to a 


few very fun and special events, such as Blazer Tag, a huge indoor laser tag studio and the end of 


year banquet at Salt Lick BBQ in Driftwood, TX. We also had two very large and special social 


events for our members, one each semester. In the fall, we took a large group of people to K1 


Speed, an indoor go kart racetrack that features high speed karts and timed race events. In the 


spring, we took a group to Top Golf, a very special experience for everyone who wanted to go 


and a great way to get our actives excited for future social events.  


  


General Meetings  


The Texas Kappa chapter held chapter meetings every other week each semester. As 


mentioned previously, membership candidates were required to attend all meetings unless they 


had a hard conflict such as a class or an exam. We held five general meetings each in the fall and 


spring semesters. Each general meeting included a presentation by the chapter president on 


chapter business and upcoming events, a free meal for PTS members and candidates sponsored 


by a corporate speaker, a message from the corporate speaker, and a chance for students to 


network with the corporate reps and ask them questions about their presentation or about 


employment opportunities. In the fall, the companies that sponsored meetings included Chrysler, 


Cameron OneSubSea, Cinetics, Det Norske Veritas, and National Instruments. In the spring, the 


sponsors were Accenture, Anheuser Busch, Wood Group, Applied Research Laboratories, and 


Pinnacle AIS. All of these meetings went very smoothly. We especially enjoyed watching 


members and candidates talk with the representatives after the meetings to exchange information 


and business cards. We can happily report that several of our candidates established interviews as 


a direct result of talking to our sponsors during meetings as well.   


  


Cords and Stoles  


In the spring of 2012, we made a strong push to improve participation with our non-


officer actives of the chapter. In order to do this, we bought cords and stoles at the beginning of 


the semester and required seniors to earn points in order to be eligible to wear them at the 


graduation ceremony. Specifically, non-officer members had to earn two and four semester 


points plus attend one service event to be able to wear cords and stoles, respectively. This 


program has had a significant impact on member participation - we have consistently had 


approximately ten actives per meeting, as opposed to approximately two before. Most 


impressive, however, is that this program also improved upon the actives' non-existent 


participation in service and social events to having them become driving factors at some of our 







events. We look forward to seeing how much we can expand on their involvement to keep our 


chapter healthy and thriving.  


   


National Convention  


This year, our recording secretary, Rudy Torres, had an enjoyable and productive 


experience at the Pi Tau Sigma National Convention hosted by the Texas A&M’s chapter. Rudy 


networked with several members from other chapters, learned about national goals and priorities, 


and applied advice that he received from other chapters’ presidents to improve our organization 


in the spring. Due to financial constraints, we were unable to send as many members to the 


national convention that we wanted to. We hope to send at least two people to this coming year’s 


convention.  


  


Scholarships  


In the 2013-2014 year, we made a change to our relatively new tradition of awarding 


scholarships to outstanding members of our society. In the Fall semester, we maintained our 


tradition of monetary scholarship. We believe that scholarships are a great way to recognize 


members and candidates who have shown a lot of dedication and effort to our society. Therefore, 


we set aside $250 for the Most Outstanding Membership Candidate, which was given to the 


winners at our celebration dinner for new members at Salt Lick BBQ. The selection criteria for 


the scholarship was heavily weighted on points (the number of social events attended and service 


hours recorded by each candidate/member), but financial need and leadership were also 


considered. However, in the Spring semester, we decided that having a plaque dedicated to the 


Best Candidate and Best Active would be more meaningful than providing a one-time monetary 


payment. We purchased plaques, named them after the first winners for each category, and have 


them permanently mounted in the office.  


  


 Society Organization  


We have witnessed a lot of growth in our organization from both new candidates joining 


our organization to the participation of actives during the last year. We also saw growth in 


turnout from the new programs run by our chapter over the last two years. From these awesome 


additions, our officer group has had to adjust by reorganizing our officer positions. The officer 


positions carrying from last year include President, Vice President, Treasurer, Recording 


Secretary, Corporate Liaison (formerly Corresponding Secretary), Parliamentarian, two Service 


Chairs, two Social Chairs, Engines Officer, Student Engineering Council (SEC) Representative, 


Special Events Coordinator, Fundraising Director, Actives Chair, and Historian. To assist with 


maintaining an up-to-date website, we have also added a webmaster as one of our officer 


positions. This addition was successfully implemented during both semesters this year. Our 


elections are held per semester immediately following the initiation ceremony, allowing only 


fully-initiated PTS members will be elected to officer positions. Each candidate for a position 


gives a short speech on why they believe they can serve well in the position, followed by 


questions from the other members. Then the nominees leave the room while the other members 


cast their votes on written ballots. The officer group is run by the President, who runs the 


biweekly general meetings and officer meetings on off-weeks. Only actives who have previously 


held another officer position are eligible for president. The Vice President assists the President 


and keeps track of the progress of membership candidates. The Treasurer creates a budget for the 


year and handles reimbursements for members. The Recording Secretary is in charge of keeping 







track of attendance at general meetings and other events, up-keeping our email account, and 


sending out weekly emails. The Corporate Liaisons are responsible for finding speakers for 


general meetings. Our Webmaster updates our website and creates any event sign-ups that we 


need, and our Historian documents events by taking pictures. Our Service Chairs, Social Chairs, 


and Fundraising Director are in charge of planning events that accomplish the objectives of their 


respective positions. The Special Events Coordinator is in charge of planning the annual Carnot 


Classic Engineering Golf Tournament, advertising it to companies and student organizations, and 


procuring sponsorships. The Actives Chair creates new incentives for initiated non-officer 


members to stay involved, and organizes events for active members only. The Parliamentarian is 


in charge of learning Robert's Rules and facilitating their use during chapter meetings.  In the 


Fall 2012 semester, we purchased polos for the officers to add a level of poise and 


professionalism to our positions. We decided that they should be worn on campus each Tuesday 


that we had a general meeting. We decided to do this for a few reasons. First, some of the most 


popular engineering organizations on UT's campus (e.g., ASME and TBP) had bought polos the 


year before and proclaimed the success the polos had in reminding members that they were 


hosting meetings that night when e-mails did not suffice. Increasing participation on the part of 


active members was one of the most important goals for our chapter in the 2013-2014 year, so 


we felt that this would help. Second, by having our officers wear the polos every other Tuesday 


to their classes, we hoped to increase general awareness of our organization, which was another 


important goal that we are constantly trying to achieve. Finally, having all of the officers wear 


the same polos definitely increased the perception that our chapter was organized and 


professional, which said to prospective candidates that joining the Texas Kappa chapter would 


not be a waste of their time or money.  


Not too long ago we were an underperforming society with very few events. Now, we 


have doubled the number events that we host and have greatly increased interest and membership 


in our chapter. We have built a strong house on a strong foundation, and now hope to continue 


building our chapter's prominence in upholding the Pi Tau Sigma core values of integrity, 


leadership, and service for years to come.   


  


 


Websites  


For more information about our chapter, please visit our website:  


 


www.ptstexaskappa.com  


 For additional information on some of the events we participated in, please see the following 


websites:  


 


 Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure: http://www.komenaustin.org/komen-race-for-the-cure/  


 Austin Food Bank: http://www.austinfoodbank.org/  


 Austin Pets Alive: http://www.austinpetsalive.org/  


Explore UT: http://www.utexas.edu/events/exploreut  


 Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day: http://www.engr.utexas.edu/wep/k12/girlday  


 K1 Speed: http://www.k1speed.com/austin-location.html  







The Texas Kappa officers for the 2013-2014 academic year were:  


 


Fall 2013  


 


President      Jeremy Carlson  


Vice President      Paul Tyger  


Treasurer      Kristen Bateman  


Recording Secretary     Ryan Sisak  


Corresponding Secretary    Nick Meriwether  


Service Chairs     Jill Bartlett & Davis Ballew  


Social Chairs      James Kendrick & Josh Joachim  


Active Chair     Jeremy Poast 


Fundraising Director     Jennifer Lin  


Engines Officer     Kevin Reedy  


Parliamentarian    Kevin Reedy 


Webmaster      Davis Ballew  


Historian      Albert Phan 


Special Events Coordinator   Nick Meriwether  


SEC Chair     Michael Lowder 


  


Spring 2014  


 


President      Nick Meriwether  


Vice President     James Kendrick  


Treasurer      Austin Baker  


Recording Secretary     Rudy Torres  


Corresponding Secretary    Jill Barlett  


Service Chairs     Albert Phan & Wendy Siu  


Social Chairs      Jeremy Poast & Kristen Bateman  


Fundraising Director     Jennifer Lin  


Engines Officer     Terrell Saltarelli  


Webmaster      Davis Ballew  


Historian      Jenna Foale  


Special Events Coordinator   Josh Rester 


Parliamentarian    Daniel Smallwood 


SEC Representative    Joshua Joachim 


Actives Chair     Kristina Robinson  


   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Report Written By: Terrell Saltarelli and Wendy Siu 
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2019-2020 


Texas Kappa 


 


Annual Chapter Report 


A) Initiation 
 
Selection Process 


Continuing the theme from last year, the goal for the Texas Kappa Chapter was to push for 
revival. Our goal was to reach out to as many qualified students as possible, knowing that the 
response rate was extremely low. We invited the top juniors and seniors according to the national 
guidelines, along with sophomores in the top 20% of their class that had the credits to be juniors 
in the application pool. While this goes against Pi Tau Sigma national guidelines, we believed 
that it was necessary to preserve the Texas Kappa Chapter. Because of this change, we were able 
to nearly double our membership. Our goal is to continue to invite sophomores until the Texas 
Kappa chapter returns to its former prestige.  
 
Fall 2019 


In the fall semester, we kept the requirements that we set the previous year. In order for a 
candidate to become initiated they had to complete the following: attend an info-session, attend 
all general meetings, pay $60 dues, pass the constitution quiz, and attend invitation once invited. 
On November 22, 2019, we held our initiation ceremony on the rooftop, following the Texas 
Kappa tradition following national guidelines. Dr. Chen and two officers, Zahin Nambiar and 
Lauren Healy conducted the ceremony. Eighteen new members were initiated. During initiation, 
the initiates learned the “secret PTS handshake.” Following initiation and elections, we held a 
mini banquet for those who were available. We went out to Chuy’s and had dinner. 
 
On November 25, 2019, a make-up invitation was help for one more addition member. There 
was one officer present for the make-up initiation. 
 







 
New Members Initiated on Nov 22, 2019, for the Texas Kappa Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma 


Spring 2020 


In an attempt to increase activity, the leadership team decided to raise the requirements for 
candidates to be invited to initiation. Our team deemed that an additional three hours of outside 
participation under approved events could help get initiates more involved. Other than that, our 
requirements were the same from the fall semester. However, after spring break, all of our plans 
were halted due to the COVID-19 pandemic and we had decided to be extremely lenient on the 
requirements. We required all members to fill out a feedback form with ideas on how to run our 
chapter better as a replacement for approved events and general meetings. The due date to get all 
the required items in was April 24th.  
 
Initiation was different this semester. Instead of doing our traditional rooftop ceremony, 
initiation was done via Zoom on May 1st, doing our best to maintain Pi Tau Sigma rituals in an 
online setting. Sixteen new members were initiated in our very first virtual initiation. As a group, 
we decided to defer our ceremony to the Fall semester, giving our new members to experience 
the Texas Kappa rooftop tradition and holding a bigger banquet. This decision is subject to 
change, as the university is still finalizing its on-campus plans for the fall semester. 
 







 
New Members Initiated on May 1, 2020, for the Texas Kappa Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma 


Over the course of the year, we were able to gain an additional 35 new members who are more 
committed than ever. Nearly half of these new members have taken on a leadership role and are 
dedicated to rebuilding our chapter. 


 
 


 


 


 


 


B) Chapter Activities 
 
Fall 2019 


 
In the fall semester, most of our chapter activity came through general meetings, which were 
held every two weeks. At these general meetings, we invited professors in our mechanical 
engineering department and share their research with us. Each professor was an expert on 
different subject matters within mechanical engineering, from additive manufacturing from Dr. 
Seepersad to combustion engines with Dr. Hall. Our goal was to help our members build a 
relationship with these professors and give our members more exposure to the world of 
mechanical engineering research.  
 
Unfortunately, the fall semester was not a great semester for social and volunteering activities. 
Due to scheduling conflicts between the members of our leadership team, not many events were 
scheduled outside of post-meeting study groups. Some of the socials we did host were our 
weekly trip to Varsity Pizza (a Texas PTS tradition!) and a bowling night. 
 







Spring 2020 


 
This spring semester seemed more hopeful with a new leadership team fired up to rebuild our 
chapter. We were able to provide more opportunities for our members to come out and socialize, 
which was a major issue according to the member feedback. 
 
General Meetings 


Similar to the previous semester, we continued inviting professors and graduate students to come 
to speak at our general meetings.  
 
E-Week 


Every year, the Student Engineering Council hosts E-Week during national engineers week. This 
week, E-Week was held from February 15th through February 23rd. During this week, all the 
engineering organizations sign up to have a week-long competition to prove which organization 
is the best. Our chapter decided to join E-Week for the first time in years. This was an 
opportunity for our members to connect with teach others through competition while networking 
with other students within the Cockrell School of Engineering. We volunteered and competed in 
many events and hosted our own Tetris tournament, as it was 8-bit themed. In our first year back, 
Pi Tau Sigma was able to place 5th among the small organization category.  
 
During E-Week, our chapter was able to start developing relationships with other organizations, 
specifically ASME, HKN, and OXE. We plan to continue building our relationships among our 
fellow engineers. 
 







 
Will Slater, Adrian Hernandez, and Jinwoo Kim compete in the Base Battle hosted by ASME 


 


 
Texas Kappa hosts the Tetris Tournament during E-Week 







 
Pi Tau Sigma, 5th Place E-Week 


 
Foster Engines Volunteering 


Our main service project this semester was to revive the Foster Engines. The Foster Engines 
include about a dozen engines that were created by Dr. Don Foster during his while career as a 
mechanical engineering student and professor. A few years ago, those engines were donated to 
our chapter. In the past, these engines were used to go out and teach elementary students about 
the field of engineering. This year, we teamed up with ASME under the direction of Dr. Philip 
Schmidt and presented a few engines on UT Girl Day, a day of service dedicated to inspiring 
young girls to achieve higher education. We were planned to do more service events until 
COVID-19 forced everyone to cancel. 
 







 
Duncan McDougal and Justin Shih prepare for Girl Day 


 
Girl Day 







 


 
ASME Design Team Lead, Rebecca Lin and PTS Representative Officer Adrian Hernandez Present the Corliss Engine 


Other Events 


Because of the relationship formed through E-Week, we were able to plan a joint graduate 
student panel for all engineering students. Our chapter of Pi Tau Sigma was going co-host with 
HKN (Electrical and Computer Engineering honor society) and OXE (Chemical Engineering 
honor society). However, due to COVID-19, this event was unable to happen. 
 
Convention 


This year, I was able to attend the national convention at RIT. I attended not knowing what to 
expect but had a great time. I was able to meet fantastic people from all over the United States, 
especially the leaders from the Texas chapters. We had started to plan to have a combined joint 
service event, as Team Texas, but it was too late to start planning. Hopefully, in the upcoming 
year, we will be able to have a big service event with members of Pi Tau Sigma from all over 
Texas. 







C) Other 
 


Leadership Team 


 
While the COVID-19 pandemic effectively shut down all of our operations, our leadership team 
decided that now was a good time to restructure and prepare for the Fall and future semesters. 
One of the issues that we had during the spring semester was that as a team there was a lack of 
structure and organization in place. This was a problem as all but one of the new officers was 
newly initiated members. After we had shut down, we rewrote our chapter constitution, created a 
leadership packet with defined roles, added new positions to offer members more opportunities 
and responsibilities, and reorganized our chapter Google Drive for ease of access to information. 
There was a lot of work done behind the scenes to prepare for the upcoming semester to give our 
team a foundation to utilize.  
 
Summer Plans 


 


Our plans for the summer were quite ambitious; however, we needed to postpone and strategize 
for the Fall semester, as there was a possibility for restrictions on student organization 
operations. However, we are continuing on with some of our major projects. The first one is to 
reach out to many companies for corporate support. At EXPO (UT Engineering Career Fair), I 
went around to different companies and gathering interest for support in our chapter. We have 
restructured our corporate packet so that it includes many virtual events. Another project that our 
team is working on is a new chapter website, under the “utexas” domain. We wanted to 
streamline all information to prospective members, members, potential supporters, and anyone 
who is interested in checking out our chapter. This project should take the whole summer and 
will make our lives much easier.   
 
 








Pi Tau Sigma Annual Chapter Report 
 


2010-2011 
 


Texas Kappa 
 
 


A. Initiations 


To be eligible to join the Texas Kappa chapter, the candidates were required to be in top 25% of 
the junior class or in the top 35% of the senior class as outlined in the Pi Tau Sigma constitution. 
In addition to excelling high academically, the candidates were also required to complete ten 
pledge points in addition to attending all general meetings. A minimum of five of the pledge 
points were to be from service events and a maximum of five of the points were to be from social 
events. Therefore the students were able to complete more points by doing service activities if 
they so wished. Once all of the points are satisfied, each candidate must take a quiz which covers 
mechanical engineering topics but also UT Austin trivia type questions. The engineering 
questions are similar to what might be seen in a technical interview. By exposing our members to 
technical interview type questions beforehand, we believe it helps them to be more marketable to 
potential employers.  Also, a new candidate requirement was added this year (or rather 
reinstated), the old Texas Kappa tradition of obtaining signatures of all the PTS candidates, 
officers and advisor. These signatures were to be kept in an engineering textbook belonging to 
each candidate. Texas Kappa reinstated the signature requirement in order to encourage 
camaraderie within the chapter, to which it did.  
 
The candidates who completed all the requirements were initiated near the end of each semester. 
Prior to conducting the initiation ceremony, all the candidates were given a tour of the 
mechanical engineering building. Our long standing tradition has been to conduct the ceremony 
on the roof of our mechanical engineering building. However, due to construction we were 
unable to gain access to the roof for the past couple years but we are proud to announce that this 
spring we returned the initiation to the roof. The initiation ceremony followed the guidelines as 
set forth in the rituals of Pi Tau Sigma but we also had the initiates read the ASME Code of 
Ethics aloud. Once the initiation was completed each pledge and officer signed their name in our 
Initiation Record Book that contains names from each pledge class and officer team from many 
decades past. To celebrate all the new initiates each semester, a banquet was held in a true Texas 
fashion at the famous Salt Lick BBQ restaurant in Driftwood, TX. The fall initiation took place 
on November 30th, 2010, while the spring initiation took place on April 21st, 2011.  
 
B. Chapter Activities 


During this academic year, our chapter increased its activities substantially as compared to 
previous years. The activities are broken down by semester below.  


Fall 2010 activities:  







The fall semester started off with information sessions for eligible candidates. The information 
sessions aimed to describe the advantages of joining Pi Tau Sigma for those unfamiliar with the 
organization and also describe our requirements for membership.  


The Texas Kappa chapter held five general meetings during the fall semester. In each meeting, 
we had a variety of presentations from several companies and one pertaining to graduate school 
by our chapter advisor, Dr. Taleff. The companies that presented were KBR, Foster Wheeler 
Corp., Pointwise and Space-X. Our general meetings serve as our main chapter events and 
therefore they are the most attended. Free food and drinks are always served to our candidates, 
members and guests. 


Social activities our chapter engaged in this semester were multiple “signature parties” at local 
restaurants, tailgates and game nights. The signature parties provided an informal atmosphere for 
chapter members and candidates to get know each other better. Signature parties have free food 
and drinks available so they are a favorite amongst current active members which helps to 
encourage candidates to complete their chapter requirements.  


Our most involved social events for the fall were tailgates. For these, Texas Kappa teamed up 
with ASME to throw some of the most extravagant tailgates seen this past football season at The 
University of Texas at Austin. At each tailgate we hosted 40-70 students and fed them mesquite 
smoked brisket, ribs and chicken until there was no food left.  


As is custom within our chapter, we host an advising table during the registration period to give 
underclassmen a perspective on what classes might be beneficiary. Since all PTS members and 
candidates are upperclassmen and because we have already experienced the classes firsthand, we 
are very qualified to provide this service. This event pays dividends for our chapter because it 
gets our name out to underclassmen before they become potentially eligible to pledge to PTS.  


Other service events that our chapter undertook during the fall were an engineering outreach 
festival, assisting a local animal shelter, a park clean up and assisting meals on wheels. 
Compared to previous years our chapter took on a more diverse and numerous package of 
service events this semester. With more service events this semester, our candidate to member 
conversion rate increased. 


Spring 2010 activities:  


Similar to the fall semester, the spring semester started off with information sessions for eligible 
candidates. During the semester our chapter held six general meetings with presentations from 
the following companies: Cameron, Applied Research Laboratories, Lockheed Martin, 
Southwest Research Institute, Caterpillar and Exxon Mobil. Texas Kappa originally scheduled 
five general meetings this semester but corporate support was higher this semester so we added 
another general meeting. 


Also at the beginning of the spring semester Texas Kappa hosted our first “Undergraduate 
Research Night”. This event essentially served to encourage mechanical engineering 
undergraduates to get involved in research. Since a lot of PTS members are already involved in 
research we felt that it was important to reach out to undergraduates early in their college career. 
The event was open to anyone and we even had engineers from disciplines other than mechanical 
attend. The format of the event was a panel of several faculty, graduate, and undergraduate 







researchers who detailed their experience in research and explained why it is important to get 
involved. Our chapter wisely planted questioners spread throughout the crowd which encouraged 
others non-PTS students to ask questions. The event was a huge success and it also increased the 
reputation of PTS within the department. We intend to continue this event in the future and make 
it one of our signature events. 


Texas Kappa also participated in the 2011 Pi Tau Sigma national convention held in Chicago, IL. 
The convention attendees from our chapter were President Derek Bass, Treasurer Thomas Shaw, 
and Activities Chair Mara Sweeney.   


Our chapter also competed during the National Engineers Week at The University of Texas at 
Austin. Engineers Week (EWEEK) within our engineering school is a big deal. It involves one 
week of competitions organized by various engineering student organizations. Many of the 
competition require variety of knowledge and quick thinking skills.  


This spring Texas Kappa made and effort to reach out to other organizations such as ASME and 
Tau Beta Pi. We organized or participated in several competitive events such as mini golf, dodge 
ball and capture the flag. Against Tau Beta Pi we dominated 2 out of 3 events but against ASME 
we ended in a draw. In the future, we’re hoping to encourage a friendly rivalry between these 3 
societies. 


Other social events that we held during the spring semester were multiple “signature parties” at 
local restaurants, game nights and bowling. We also continued the tradition that we started last 
spring of hosting the “Engineering Honors BBQ”. For this event we invited engineering honor 
societies from all disciplines to join PTS for a day out at nearby park for some BBQ and field 
games. We started cooking just before midnight the day before and started serving around 2 in 
the afternoon and of course, there was no leftover smoked meat by the end of the day. With a 
turnout of more than 60 students from several engineering disciplines, the event was an even 
bigger success than the previous year. Last year the societies that attended were mainly PTS and 
Tau Beta Pi but this year nearly every discipline’s honor society attended. We also intend to 
continue this event in the future and make it one of our signature events.  


For service events during the spring, we hosted an advising table similar to the fall, volunteered 
for Introduce a Girl to Engineering during EWEEK, held seminars for Explore UT, helped out 
with MATH COUNTS, a high school mathematics completion, participated in Relay for Life, 
and hosted a booth at the Spring Spectacular engineering outreach event.  


Introduce a Girl to Engineering is a program which aims to increase the interest of elementary 
age girls in engineering through fun but engineering based activities. Our chapter participates in 
this every year.  


Explore UT is a university wide open house which serves to increase the interest of children of 
all ages in higher education. Typically each spring Texas Kappa hosts a solar car workshop 
which involves assisting young children to construct a solar car out of a solar panel, chassis, 
motor, axles, and wheels. However, in addition to the solar car workshop we held another 
seminar which displayed our new miniature gas and steam engine collection.  


This year one of our alumni members, Don Foster (BSME 1948), donated his collection of hand 
built miniature gas and steam engines to our chapter. Since then we had been working on 







cleaning and maintaining the engines so we could proudly display them in the ME building and 
at outreach events. A 1916 Case Steam Tractor, a Corliss Steam Engine, and a Hit and Miss 
gasoline engine are just a few examples of the more than ten different engines. These working 
engines are a sight to see and during Explore UT, our engine display was one of the favorites. 
We also displayed the engines another time at the Spring Spectacular, an outdoor engineering 
outreach event. The spring spectacular was likely our favorite service event; we even drove our 
miniature Case tractor across the intramural fields under its own power. The children were 
amazed.  


This year in Texas Kappa should be written off as one of the most active in recent history. Not 
too long ago we were an underperforming society with very few events. Now, we have nearly 
doubled the number events that we host along with some special events such as the 
“Undergraduate Research Night”.  We have built a better foundation, so now we hope to 
continue rebuilding our chapter’s prominence for years to come. 


C. Other 


The Texas Kappa officers for the 2010-2011 academic year are as follows 


 


Fall 2010: 


President   David Zummo 


Vice President  Joanna Tsenn 


Treasurer  Prasad Joshi 


Secretary  Darlene King 


Corporate Rep. Matt Kijowski 


Service Chair  Sally McMenamin 


Activities Chair Derek Bass 


Webmaster/Historian Mikko Ponkala 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







Spring 2011: 


President   Derek Bass 


Vice President  Darlene King 


Treasurer  Thomas Shaw 


Secretary  Sally McMenamin 


Corporate Rep. Matt Wright 


Service Chairs  Stacey Chan & Barret Hendricks 


Activities Chairs Alex Breckel & Mara Sweeney 


Webmaster/Historian David Zummo 


 


 


Report Compiled by: Derek Bass 


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2011-2012 


 


Texas Kappa 


 


A.  Initiations 


 


Selection and Recruitment Process 


To be eligible for membership in the Texas Kappa chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, Mechanical 


Engineering students at The University of Texas at Austin must have completed 60 or more 


credit hours for a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering, while maintaining an overall 


GPA of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale.  At the start of each semester, the PTS faculty advisor works 


with the M.E. department to identify those students from this group who are also in the top 25% 


of the junior class or the top 35% of the senior class as defined in the Pi Tau Sigma Constitution.  


Then the faculty advisor and current PTS officers hand-deliver invitation letters from the 


department to the prospective members, and an invitation email written by the current president 


is also sent to the candidates at the same time.  The letter and email explain what Pi Tau Sigma 


is, describe some of the programs and events the chapter has participated in, and invite the 


prospective members to information sessions where they can learn more about the organization 


and the requirements for membership. 


 


Initiation Requirements 


In order to get the new initiates accustomed to carrying out the core values of Pi Tau Sigma and 


to make membership in our chapter meaningful, our chapter calls for the candidates to meet 


several requirements for initiation.  A points system is in place to ensure candidates get involved 


in both social and service events.  Candidates must have 10 points overall by the time of 


initiation.  A maximum of 5 points must be earned by participating in social events, and a 


minimum of 5 points must be earned by participating in service events.  Additional requirements 


for initiation include attending all general meetings, submitting a resume to the recording 


secretary, paying membership dues by the 2nd general meeting, participating in ME Peer 


Advising, passing a "PTS Constitution Quiz," obtaining signatures from all officers, membership 


candidates, and the faculty advisor, and attending initiation. 


 


Initiation Ceremony 


Our chapter's initiation ceremony typically occurs 2-3 weeks before the end of each semester.  


For the 2011-2012 year, initiations were held on November 15, 2011 and April 19, 2012.  We 


initiated 4 and 18 new members on these dates, respectively.  We consider initiation to be a 


formal affair, and all in attendance are required to wear business formal attire.  Our long standing 


tradition has been to conduct the initiation ceremony on the roof of our Mechanical Engineering 


building.  Prior to going to the roof, our initiates each semester were given a tour of the 


mechanical engineering building.  Then, the initiation ceremony was conducted following the 


guidelines as set forth in the rituals of Pi Tau Sigma.  Once the initiation was completed, each 


pledge and officer signed their name in our Initiation Record Book that contains names from 


each pledge class and officer team since our chapter's charter year, 1931.  To celebrate all the 







new initiates each semester, a banquet was held in a true Texas fashion at the famous Salt Lick 


BBQ restaurant in Driftwood, TX. 


 


B.  Chapter Activities 


 


Fundraising 


Each year our chapter raises money through several programs.  Our most common fundraising 


event is PTS Lunch on the Lawn, when we serve lunch to engineering students of all majors out 


on the lawn between the engineering buildings.  We sell pizza, chips, sodas, and sometimes 


hamburgers and hot dogs, all at low cost.  Labor from PTS members and candidates is procured 


on a volunteer basis, and therefore the lunches count as a service event for candidates to earn 


their required points. 


 


This spring we doubled the number of lunches we hosted to four, which significantly increased 


our success in raising funds.  We also served lunch to kids all across the country who attended 


the annual Explore UT day, an event where campus is open to visitors who want to learn more 


about the university and all the different programs it offers.  We also raised funds by selling 


coffee from the PTS office, a program continued since its inception in spring 2011.  The 


combined fundraising efforts raised over $3500 this year, which is our most successful effort on 


record. 


 


Service 


This year's service events included a continuation of the longstanding traditional Texas Kappa 


service events, as well as initiation of a few new ones.  Our service events included our usual ME 


Peer Advising, Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day, Explore UT, the Austin Marathon, a Mile 


Triple Crown winter meet, the Zilker Park Garden Festival, and the Austin 10/20 race. 


 


The first three of the service events listed above were on-campus programs.  ME Peer Advising 


is one of our chapter's signature service during registration week events where we provide 


suggestions to the ME underclassmen on scheduling, classes, and professors.  Introduce a Girl to 


Engineering Day entailed providing labor to the on-campus day-long program for introducing 


young girls to the world of science and engineering.  At ExploreUT, in addition to the lunch 


fundraiser we ran, we also set up a booth to show the visiting students what it means to be a 


Mechanical Engineer and some of the things they could do if they choose to study Mechanical 


Engineering; we set up an exhibit of our 13-piece miniature steam engine collection, and ran the 


engines using compressed air while demonstrating each engine's principles of operation to the 


audience. 


 


As members of Pi Tau Sigma, we also held volunteering within the community as a high priority.  


Volunteering for the Austin Marathon involved helping set up and tear down all the equipment, 


scaffolding, and banners for the finish line area.  The Mile Triple Crown winter meet was an 


amateur track meet held at a local high school for adults and children alike to promote health and 


well being through running and track competitions.  The Zilker Park Garden Festival was a city 


program to celebrate home gardening and green efforts in Austin; we volunteered for taking 


tickets and passing out brochures as visitors entered the festival.  The Austin 10/20 race is a 10-


mile race for Austin runners, with 20 local bands set up along the race path to make the race a 







fun and unique Austin experience.  We helped set up equipment for the race, and handed out 


flyers and water to visitors and runners. 


 


Departmental Activities 


One of Pi Tau Sigma's core duties is to encourage departmental activities.  This year our 


departmental activities included maintaining the department's miniature steam engine collection, 


conducting ME faculty interviews, developing equations sheets for the undergraduate 


Thermodynamics course, and constructing a Job Interview Question Database. 


 


Last spring one of our alumni members, Don Foster (BSME 1948), donated his collection of 


hand built miniature gas and steam engines to our chapter.  Since then we have been entrusted by 


the ME department with the responsibility of cleaning and maintaining the engines so we could 


proudly display them in the ME building and at outreach events.  A 1916 Case Steam Tractor, a 


Corliss Steam Engine, and a Hit and Miss gasoline engine are just a few examples of the 13 


different engines.  These working engines are a sight to see and, as previously mentioned, they 


were a favorite during Explore UT.  For both the fall and spring, our engines officer worked on 


creating documentation for each engine explaining how the engine worked and the history of its 


design.  In the spring, the department even charged a Senior Design Class project group 


(consisting of PTS members) with the task of creating a pneumatic operating system and glass 


display case to make the engines exhibit an interactive centerpiece of the foyer of the Mechanical 


Engineering building. 


 


The ME faculty interviews entailed gathering a group of PTS members together to meet with 


some of the job candidates the ME department was considering hiring in the spring.  The 


department invited us to have lunch with each of candidates, ask them about their interests and 


areas of research, and give feedback to the department about whether or not we liked the 


candidate and would enjoy having him or her as a professor.  These interviews were a lot of fun 


and greatly helped the department gather some student input to help them make their hiring 


decisions. 


 


The Thermodynamics equations sheets were also developed this spring as a way to help students 


in the department taking Thermodynamics understand the equations of engine cycles and energy 


transfer that are fundamental to Mechanical Engineering.  The sheets were created and refined 


during the spring semester, and they will be distributed in Thermo classes for the first time this 


fall.  In addition to the equations and engine cycle graphs of Thermodynamics, the equation 


sheets also have a section defining what Pi Tau Sigma is and the class rank requirements for 


eligibility.  Thermodynamics is one of the last courses students take in their degree plan before 


they become eligible to join PTS. 


 


The Interview Question Database was started in the fall as a way to help students in the ME 


department prepare for on-campus job interviews.  The database currently consists of 117 


technical and behavioral engineering job interview questions that have been asked to engineering 


students in the past during UT on-campus interviews.  The data on each question includes the 


company conducting the interview, the semester in which the interview was held, the type of 


position (internship or full-time), the title of the position (e.g. Facilities Engineer), the interview 


question, and, for technical questions, the most correct answer.  Corporations come to campus 







two times per year, once per semester, and our plan is to have PTS members add questions to the 


database each semester right after they have their interviews. 


 


Events with Other Engineering Societies 


This year we participated in several events with other engineering societies.  These programs 


included various inter-organizational competitions, our Third Annual Engineering Honors BBQ, 


and our newest signature event, the First Annual "Carnot Classic" Engineering Golf Tournament. 


 


The inter-organizational competitions over the fall and spring included Ultimate Frisbee vs. TBP,  


Miniature Golf on several occasions vs. ASME and vs. TBP, and capture the flag vs. TPB.  We 


also partnered up with TBP during National Engineers Week (EWEEK) for multiple events, 


including judging a lip-synching contest and playing Engineer Pong, in which our chapter placed 


first among all other engineering student organizations. 


 


The Engineering Honors BBQ, which we held for the third consecutive year this spring, was an 


all-day event we held at a local city park to get to know members of engineering honor societies 


such as TBP, OXE, etc. from all engineering disciplines.  This event was sponsored by Fluor, an 


engineering company that wanted to get involved with our PTS chapter and get their name on 


one of our events.  Admission was free for all in attendance, PTS members and non-members 


alike.  We barbecued ribs, sausage, and brisket, grilled hot dogs and hamburgers, and served 


meat, sides and drinks to all in attendance.  We also had lawn games and volleyball for fun after 


the meal.  We had a great turnout of PTS members and members of other organizations, and the 


event was quite a success. 


 


Perhaps our biggest event this year, and certainly our most unique, was the "Carnot Classic" 


Engineering Golf Tournament.  The tournament was held on April 28th at a local golf course in 


Austin, and served as a fundraiser for our organization and for all other student organizations in 


attendance.  The program provided a way for engineering students and employers to get together 


for fun, networking, and for bringing attention to their organizations.  Engineering companies 


donated funds for several aspects of the event, including hole sponsorships, team sponsorships, 


tournament title sponsorships, etc.  The net proceeds from the entry fees were divided among all 


engineering student organizations in attendance, directly proportional to the number of students 


present from each society.  Corporate representatives and engineering professors were in 


attendance, some paired with students for extra socializing.  We had prizes for each player on the 


overall first place team, a trophy for the student organization team with the best score among the 


other student teams, prizes for the longest drive and the closest shot to the pin, door prizes, and 


raffle prizes.  We provided lunch to our non-student golfers, and had free drinks and refills for 


everyone during the whole event.  We had a great turnout of golfers, and everyone had a ton of 


fun.  One of the corporate sponsors' team, with two civil engineering students on it, won first 


place overall, and our PTS chapter won first place team.  We hope to continue this event for 


years to come, recognizing the winning student organization each year and giving them a year's 


bragging rights in the engineering school.  We also want to eventually make the Carnot Classic 


our biggest fundraising event and networking opportunity for the students. 


 


 


 







Social Events 


Our chapter believes strongly in building relationships between our members and in the 


importance of team cohesion.  To foster these ideals, we engaged in happy hour signature parties, 


outings to different local attractions, football watching parties, officer socials, and basketball 


games.  The happy hours each semester were held at local restaurants for the membership 


candidates to get their signatures for initiation and to have fun together with the members of their 


candidate class.  We had an outing to Jumpoline, a local family attraction with an entire building 


full of trampolines and trampoline games such as dodgeball and basketball.  The game watching 


parties were get-togethers where members brought different food items and watched the football 


game together when the Longhorns were on the road. 


 


The officer socials were meant as a way for the officers to have some fun together and get to 


know each other outside of the duties of being a PTS officer.  Our first officer social outing was 


planned at a local comedy club called Esther's Follies, but the show sold out too soon for 


everyone to get a ticket and so we went out to a local Tex-Mex restaurant instead.  We also 


attended a UT basketball game as an officer social and teambuilding event.  These were great fun 


and we hope to continue these socials in the future to really get the officer team working together 


seamlessly. 


 


General Meetings 


The Texas Kappa chapter held chapter meetings every other week each semester.  As mentioned 


previously, membership candidates were required to attend all meetings unless they had a hard 


conflict such as a class or an exam.  We held five general meetings in the fall and six in the 


spring.  Each general meeting included popular or classic music playing at the beginning while 


people entered, a presentation by the chapter President on chapter business and upcoming events, 


a free meal for PTS members and candidates sponsored by a corporate speaker, a message from 


the corporate speaker, and a chance for students to network with the corporate reps and ask them 


questions about their presentation or about employment opportunities.  In the fall, the companies 


that sponsored meetings included Nexen Petroleum, General Motors, Oxy, Schlumberger, and 


National Instruments.  In the spring, the sponsors were Det Norske Veritas, Fluor, ExxonMobil, 


Lockheed Martin, Wood Group, and Capital One.  The General Motors meeting was especially 


fun, as the speakers showed off the new ZR1 Corvette in a video of a performance driver racing 


the vehicle on a cross-country track and reaching speeds above 180 MPH on the straight-aways.  


All of these meetings went very smoothly, and the music especially made the meetings a fun 


place to hang out. 


 


National Convention 


This year, we had a very enjoyable and productive experience at PTS National Convention in 


San Jose, CA.  The convention attendees from our chapter were President Will Moore, Service 


Chair and Historian Steven Kanik, and Social Chair Sean Knight.  We all had a great time and 


learned a lot about more programs and methods our chapter could adopt, as well as what it takes 


to run a convention. 


 


Scholarships 


This spring, for the first time, our chapter started a scholarship program for outstanding members 


of our society.  We believe that scholarships are a great way to recognize members and 







candidates who have shown a lot of dedication and effort to our society.  Therefore, we set aside 


$500 for each of two scholarships, one for Most Outstanding Membership Candidate and one for 


Most Outstanding Active Member.  We awarded scholarships at our celebration dinner for new 


members at Salt Lick BBQ at the end of the semester.  The selection criteria for these was 


heavily weighted on points (the number of social events attended and service hours recorded by 


each candidate/member), but financial need, leadership, and citizenship were also considered.  


The officer group was exempt from winning these awards, as the purpose of these was to reward 


hard work and encourage participation from non-officer active members. 


 


Society Organization 


Because of the large increase in chapter activity and the addition of a number of new programs 


run by our chapter in the last two years, our officer group has had to adjust by adding new officer 


positions.  The traditional officer positions have been President, Vice President, Treasurer, 


Recording Secretary, Corresponding Secretary, two Service Chairs, two Social Chairs, Engines 


Officer, Student Engineering Council (SEC) Representative, Webmaster, and Historian.  This 


spring we added four new positions to help with our new programs, including Special Events 


Coordinator, Actives Chair, Parliamentarian, and Fundraising Director.  Our elections each 


semester are held immediately following the initiation ceremony, so that only fully-initiated PTS 


members will be elected to officer positions.  Each candidate for a position gives a short speech 


on why they believe they can serve well in the position, followed by questions from the other 


members.  Then the nominees leave the room while the other members cast their votes on written 


ballots.  The officer group is run by the President, who runs the biweekly general meetings and 


officer meetings on off-weeks.  The Vice President assists the President and keeps track of the 


progress of membership candidates.  The Treasurer creates a budget for the year and handles 


reimbursements for members.  The Recording Secretary is in charge of keeping track of 


attendance at general meetings and other events, up-keeping our email account, and sending out 


weekly emails.  The Corresponding Secretary is responsible for finding speakers for general 


meetings.  Our Webmaster updates our website and creates any event sign-ups that we need, and 


our Historian documents events by taking pictures.  Our Service Chairs, Social Chairs, and 


Fundraising Director are in charge of planning events that accomplish the objectives of their 


respective positions.  The Special Events Coordinator is in charge of planning the annual Carnot 


Classic Engineering Golf Tournament, advertising it to companies and student organizations, and 


procuring sponsorships.  The Actives Chair creates new incentives for initiated non-officer 


members to stay involved, and organizes events for active members only.  The Parliamentarian is 


in charge of learning Robert's Rules and facilitating their use during chapter meetings. 


 


C.  Other 


 


Last year in Texas Kappa went down as one of the most active in recent history.  This year built 


on last year's success and was quite likely the most successful year in the 80-year history of our 


chapter.  Not too long ago we were an underperforming society with very few events.  Now, we 


have doubled the number events that we host and have greatly increased interest and membership 


in our chapter.  We have built a strong house on a strong foundation, and now hope to continue 


building our chapter's prominence in upholding the Pi Tau Sigma core values of integrity, 


leadership, and service for years to come. 


 







Websites 
For more information about our chapter, please visit our website: http://www.me.utexas.edu/~pitausigma/ 


For additional information on some of the events we participated in, please see the following websites: 
Austin Marathon:   http://youraustinmarathon.com/ Austin 10/20 Race:   http://www.austin1020.com/ 


Zilker Garden Festival:   http://www.zilkergarden.org/about/events/ZGF2012/zgf.html 


"Carnot Classic" Tournament:   http://ptsut.com/golf/  Explore UT: http://www.utexas.edu/events/exploreut/ 
Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day:   http://www.engr.utexas.edu/wep/k12/girlday Jumpoline:   http://jumpolinepark.com/ 


Pictures 


 
Selling Pizza on the Engineering Lawn         Volunteering for the Mile Triple Crown Meet 


 
Helping out at the Austin Marathon         The Beginning of Introduce a Girl to Engr. Day 


 
Exposing Girls to Science and Engineering        Our Trip to National Convention 







 
Some of the Miniature Steam Engines our Chapter Displayed at Explore UT 


 
Barbecuing Ribs at the Honors BBQ         Serving Food to Some of the Honors Students 







 
Hanging Out at the Austin 10/20 Race        The "Crazy Pic" of the Initiates on the Roof 


 
Officers and Initiates after the Spring Ceremony   Book Signing after the Spring Initiation 


 
The New Officer Group Right After Elections     The Carnot Classic Awards Presentation 







 
Tournament Participants Receiving Prizes       The Winning Student Team (PTS) and President 


 


The Texas Kappa officers for the 2011-2012 academic year were: 


 


Fall 2011: 


President    Sally McMenamin 


Vice President   Matt Wright 


Treasurer   Will Moore 


Recording Secretary  Erin Lenth 


Corresponding Secretary Stephanie Matyas 


Service Chairs   Mohammad Siam & Siddharth Shah 


Social Chairs   Alex Breckel & Mara Sweeney 


Engines Officer  Tommy Shaw 


Webmaster   David Forinash 


Historian   Dan Witcher 


 


Spring 2012: 


President    Will Moore 


Vice President   Mara Sweeney 


Treasurer   Matt Wright 


Recording Secretary  Mohammad Siam 


Corresponding Secretary Susan Conover 


Service Chairs   Steven Kanik & Mohammad Siam 


Social Chair   Sean Knight & Jackie Williamson 


Engines Officer  Tommy Shaw 


SEC Representative  Adam Petri 


Webmaster   David Forinash 


Historian   Stevan Kanik 


 


 


Report Written By: Will Moore 








Pi Tau Sigma Annual Chapter Report 
 


Fall 2015 – Spring 2016 
 


University of Texas Kappa 
 


A. Initiations 
 
Selections and Recruitment Process 


 To be eligible for membership in the Texas Kappa chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, Mechanical 
Engineering students at The University of Texas at Austin must have completed 60 or more 
credit hours towards a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering, while maintaining an 
overall GPA of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale. At the start of each semester, the PTS faculty advisor 
works to identify those students from this group who are also in the top 25% of the junior class 
or the top 35% of the senior class as defined in the Pi Tau Sigma Constitution. The list is 
provided to our chapter who then delivers invitation letters via email to all of the prospective 
members. The invitation explain the purpose of Pi Tau Sigma, describes some of the programs 
and events that the chapter participates in, and invites the prospective members to attend 
information sessions where they may learn more about the organization and the requirements for 
membership. 
 
Initiation Requirements 
 The requirements for initiation into active membership in the Texas Kappa chapter are 
created to empower candidates and instill in them the Pi Tau Sigma core values. Candidates must 
meet several point system based requirements for attending events as well as some general 
requirements. Candidates must meet the 5-5-5 point requirements, earning 5 points for social 
events, 5 points for service events, and 5 points for general meetings. In addition to the 
participation requirements the candidates are required to create a “selfie portfolio” to meet other 
members of the organization, pay membership dues, pass a “PTS Constitution Quiz”, and attend 
initiation. 
 
Initiation Ceremony 


Our chapter's initiation ceremony typically occurs two weeks before the end of each 
semester. This academic year’s initiations were held on December 5, 2015 and May 1, 2016. We 
consider initiation to be a formal affair, and everyone in attendance is required to wear business 
professional attire. The initiation ceremony is conducted following the guidelines as set forth in 
the rituals of Pi Tau Sigma within the Mechanical Engineering building at UT. Once the 
initiation is completed, each pledge and officer signs their name in our Initiation Record Book 
that contains names from each pledge class and officer team since our chapter's charter year, 
1931. The tradition of the Kappa Chapter has been to take initiates to the roof of our Mechanical 
Engineering building, and we now have the initiates take a picture on the roof and share their 
memories of Pi Tau Sigma. To celebrate the accomplishments of the new initiates, we hold a 
banquet every semester at the famous Salt Lick BBQ restaurant in Driftwood, TX, where we 
recognize the candidates and actives.  
 
 







B. Chapter Activities 
 
Cords and Stoles 
 In the spring of 2012, we made a strong push to improve participation with our non-
officer actives of the chapter and are still continuing our efforts in different ways. One of the 
ways we sought to improve participation was to provide graduating seniors with cords and stoles 
to wear them at the graduation ceremony if they were able to meet certain requirements. 
Specifically, non-officer members had to earn 5 semester points to be able to wear cords and 
stoles. This program has had a significant impact on member participation since its 
implementation and has now become a staple of our organization. 
 
Fundraising 


Each year our chapter raises money through several programs. We help to host the 
Student Engineering Council’s Cheap Lunch, where we serve food and drinks to students of all 
majors on the lawn between the engineering buildings. In general, we sell pizza, chips, and soda 
at an extremely low cost. We have also hosted Burger Burns where we grilled burgers and sold 
those along with chips and drinks. We feel that, in addition to fundraising, our Cheap Lunches 
and Burger Burns simultaneously serves our community by giving students the opportunity to 
enjoy an affordable lunch right outside of their classes with their peers. Candidates and Actives 
help to run these events and are able to earn service points by helping out. This year, we hosted a 
total of four fundraising lunches. Not only did this increase our success in raising funds, but it 
also improved our campus visibility and recognition amongst younger mechanical engineering 
students. We also served lunch to middle and high school students and parents from all across 
the country who attended the annual Explore UT day, an event where campus is open to visitors 
who want to learn more about the university and its different programs. Finally, we continued 
and improved our popular morning coffee sales from the chapter office and beginning a Pretty 
Tasty Sweets campaign where we sold cinnamon buns every Thursday as well.  


 
Departmental Activities 
 One of Pi Tau Sigma's core duties is to encourage participation in departmental activities. 
This year our departmental activities included maintaining the department's miniature steam 
engine collection, creating a career gateway elective handbook, and providing drop in tutoring 
during officer’s office hours.  
Three years ago, Don Foster (BSME 1948), one of our alumni members, donated his collection 
of hand built miniature gas and steam engines to our chapter. Since then we have been entrusted 
by the ME department with the responsibility of cleaning and maintaining the engines so we 
could proudly display them in the ME building and at outreach events. A 1916 Case Steam 
Tractor, a Corliss Steam Engine, and a Hit and Miss gasoline engine are just a few examples of 
the 13 different engines. We were able to take these engines out and display them for the visiting 
students during Explore UT. The display was interactive and engaging and was able to help 
increase interest for engineering in young students.  
The career gateway elective handbook is created each semester by our chapter. Our Vice-
President compiles the handbook from the feedback from students who have taken the electives. 
This handbook provides a easy and helpful view of what each elective is like and how the class is 
taught making it easy for students to figure out which classes to take before registration.  
Drop in tutoring during office hours is available for underclassmen students who need help. The 







students are required to bring their textbook and problem to the PTS office during an officers 
office hours so that they can get help. This provides an extra informal tutoring option that helps 
students in their academic success. 
 
General Meetings 


The Texas Kappa chapter held chapter meetings every other Tuesday during the semester. 
We held six general meetings each in the fall and spring semesters. Each general meeting 
included a presentation by the officer team on chapter business and upcoming events, free dinner 
for members, a message from the corporate speaker, and a chance for students to network with 
the corporate reps and ask them questions about their presentation or about employment 
opportunities. In the fall, the companies that sponsored meetings included Dell, Emerson, 
Anheuser Busch, Bell Helicopter, and Sandia National Laboratories. In the spring, the sponsors 
were Chevron, National Instruments, Sandia, Arch Aerial, and Shell. We can happily report that 
several of our candidates established interviews as a direct result of talking to our sponsors 
during meetings as well.   
 
Service 


This was a successful year for our organization being involved in Service events including, 
Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day, Explore UT, Student Panels, Food Drives, Clean ups, and other 
events. The first three of the service events listed above were on-campus programs where we were 
able to give back to our school. The other events are all off campus events where we were able to 
give back to our community and city. Introduce a girl to engineering day we were able to host and 
help out with activities to engage girls in school in engineering and hopefully increase their interest 
in the STEM field. Explore UT was a great opportunity to display the Don Foster Engine 
Collection to young students and their families and help to engage them in engineering. The 
student panels were recurring events where our members would sit on a panel to help answer the 
questions of prospective students. We also helped to participate in canned food drives during the 
semester where we were able to gather a large donation of canned food to give to the local area 
food bank. Several Clean ups were hosted during the year, ranging from helping out with the 
sustainability squad helping to recycle trash at the stadiums to helping the Society of Women 
Engineers clean up Pease Park. Our chapter also helped to volunteer for other service events 
including volunteering as mentors at the TAME Capital Area STEM competition, helping out at 
the Run for Water and Bevoman Triathlon. 
 
Social 


Our chapter believes strongly in building relationships between our members. To foster 
these relationships, we engaged in the usual social happy hours and outings to different unique 
local attractions, and began having more unique social opportunities. The happy hours each 
semester were held at local restaurants for the members to have fun together and grab drinks and 
food with friends. We also hosted multiple game nights and Bowling nights as well as study 
nights with snacks. These were more informal easy to attend social events where members could 
come and go and meet people, have snacks, and enjoy themselves. We started having picnics as 
well where we would stop by local restaurants and then head over to the nearby park to eat and 
play around outdoors for a while. There were also many social opportunities available during E-
week this year as our organization participated in the engineering wide org competition and was 
able to win 4th place and the breakthrough organization award. There were many different types 
of events at E-week that were fun and engaging and allowed members to bond together and meet 







members of other organizations. We also began hosting more joint socials this year to encourage 
members of our society to be reach out and meet members of other organizations such as a joint 
bowling social with Tau Beta Pi and a joint karaoke event with the Society of Women Engineers. 
Moving forward we will continue to provide fun and engaging social opportunities and increase 
participation and continue moving forward with the joint socials. 
 


C. Other 
 
Organization Performance 
 The Texas Kappa chapter has had an amazing year for growth especially the spring 
semester of this year. In the past our organization has been less known and not very visible even 
among the mechanical engineers. In the past several years our organization has been working to 
improve itself and our members participation. The fall semester of this year we had a very large 
class of initiates who were participating in events, this intake of new members helped to boost 
our organizations numbers and open up more opportunities for us. The spring semester we really 
helped to further improve the organization. We established weekly officer meetings in order to 
keep the leadership team on the same page and continuously improve our organization. These 
meetings allowed us to make progress and we plan to continue them in order for every officer 
team to maintain positive movement. We also rewrote our chapter bylaws completely which had 
not been updated in many years. The new bylaws reflect our current chapter and establishes our 
processes and practices that can be referenced by the leadership team of the organization in the 
future. We also streamlined our communication through the introduction of a weekly newsletter 
and introduced a team system for both active and candidate members to remain involved and 
participating. Overall we had a lot of great ideas and made a lot of progress as a chapter and will 
be using that to move forward and continue to improve our organization in the future.  
 
Website 
For more information about our chapter, please visit our website: www.ptstexaskappa.com 
 
Officers 
 
Fall 2015: 
President:    Luis Arias 
Vice President:   Alejandro Barrios 
Treasurer:    Esgar Rodriguez 
Corporate Liaison:   Topher Haddad 
Fundraising Coordinator:  Mitchell Ralph 
Recording Secretary:   Matthew Brady 
SEC/Engines Officer:   Kevin Graham 
Social/Service Coordinator:  Samantha Harris 
Social/Service Coordinator:  Amber Dressler 
Social/Service Coordinator:  David Yee 
 
 
 
 
 







Spring 2016: 
President:    Samantha Harris 
Vice President:   Amber Dressler 
Treasurer:    Esgar Rodriguez 
Corporate Liaison:   Kevin Pappas 
Fundraising Coordinator:  Sunil Prajapati 
Recording Secretary:   Dane Stull 
SEC/Engines Officer:   Robin Stewart 
Social Coordinator:   Jordan Berman 
Social Coordinator:   Matthew Brady 
Service Coordinator:   David Yee 
Service Coordinator:   Will Scharnberg 
 
 
 
Report compiled by: Dane Stull 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


Fall 2016 - Spring 2017 


University of Texas Kappa 


 A. Initiations  


Selections and Recruitment Process 


To be eligible for membership in the Texas Kappa chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, Mechanical 
Engineering students at The University of Texas at Austin must have completed 60 or more 
credit hours towards a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering, while maintaining an 
overall GPA of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale. At the start of each semester, the PTS faculty advisor 
works to identify those students from this group who are also in the top 25% of the junior class 
or the top 35% of the senior class as defined in the Pi Tau Sigma Constitution. The list is 
provided to our chapter who then delivers invitation letters via email to all of the prospective 
members. The invitation explain the purpose of Pi Tau Sigma, describes some of the programs 
and events that the chapter participates in, and invites the prospective members to attend 
information sessions where they may learn more about the organization and the requirements for 
membership.  


Initiation Requirements 


The requirements for initiation into active membership in the Texas Kappa chapter are created to 
empower candidates and instill in them the Pi Tau Sigma core values. Candidates must meet 
several point system based requirements for attending events as well as some general 
requirements. Candidates must meet the 5-5-5 point requirements, earning 5 points for social 
events, 5 points for service events, and 5 points for general meetings. In addition to the 
participation requirements the candidates are required to create a “selfie portfolio” to meet other 
members of the organization, pay membership dues, pass a “PTS Constitution Quiz”, and attend 
initiation.  


Initiation Ceremony 


Our chapter's initiation ceremony typically occurs two weeks before the end of each semester. 
This academic year’s initiations were held on December 3, 2016 and April 22, 2017. We 
consider initiation to be a formal affair, and everyone in attendance is required to wear business 
professional attire. The initiation ceremony is conducted following the guidelines as set forth in 
the rituals of Pi Tau Sigma within the Mechanical Engineering building at UT. Once the 
initiation is completed, each pledge and officer signs their name in our Initiation Record Book 
that contains names from each pledge class and officer team since our chapter's charter year, 
1931. The tradition of the Kappa Chapter has been to take initiates to the roof of our Mechanical 
Engineering building, and we now have the initiates take a picture on the roof and share their 
memories of Pi Tau Sigma. To celebrate the accomplishments of the new initiates, we hold a 
banquet every semester at a nice restaurant, where we recognize the candidates and actives. This 
spring we even gave out a few awards at the banquet, like best candidate, etc.  







 B. Chapter Activities  


Cords and Stoles 


In the spring of 2017, we made a strong push to improve participation with our non-officer 
actives of the chapter and are still continuing our efforts in different ways. One of the ways we 
sought to improve participation was to provide graduating seniors with cords and stoles to wear 
them at the graduation ceremony if they were able to meet certain requirements. Specifically, 
non-officer members had to earn 5 semester points to be able to wear cords and stoles. This 
program has had a significant impact on member participation since its implementation and has 
now become a staple of our organization. We had at least ten members purchase/borrow stoles as 
graduating seniors that likely would not have been involved without this program.  


Fundraising 


Each year our chapter raises money through several programs. We help to host the Student 
Engineering Council’s Cheap Lunch, where we serve food and drinks to students of all majors on 
the lawn between the engineering buildings. In general, we sell pizza, chips, and soda at an 
extremely low cost. We have also hosted Burger Burns where we grilled burgers and sold those 
along with chips and drinks. We feel that, in addition to fundraising, our Cheap Lunches and 
Burger Burns simultaneously serves our community by giving students the opportunity to enjoy 
an affordable lunch right outside of their classes with their peers. Candidates and Actives help to 
run these events and are able to earn service points by helping out. This year, we hosted a total of 
four fundraising lunches. Not only did this increase our success in raising funds, but it also 
improved our campus visibility and recognition amongst younger mechanical engineering 
students. We also served lunch to middle and high school students and parents from all across 
the country who attended the annual Explore UT day, an event where campus is open to visitors 
who want to learn more about the university and its different programs. Finally, we continued 
and improved our popular morning coffee sales from the chapter office and beginning a Pretty 
Tasty Sweets campaign where we sold cinnamon buns every Thursday as well. In the Spring our 
big fundraising success was selling pancakes every Friday during lunch time. One officer each 
Friday would volunteer to make the pancakes to order on the spot with a portable griddle. After 
about two hours of sales we typically made ~$40 from each pancake day we hosted.  


Departmental Activities 


One of Pi Tau Sigma's core duties is to encourage participation in departmental activities. This 
year our departmental activities included maintaining the department's miniature steam engine 
collection and creating a career gateway elective handbook. Three years ago, Don Foster (BSME 
1948), one of our alumni members, donated his collection of hand built miniature gas and steam 
engines to our chapter. Since then we have been entrusted by the ME department with the 
responsibility of cleaning and maintaining the engines so we could proudly display them in the 
ME building and at outreach events. A 1916 Case Steam Tractor, a Corliss Steam Engine, and a 
Hit and Miss gasoline engine are just a few examples of the 13 different engines. We were able 
to take these engines out and display them for the visiting students during Explore UT. The 
display was interactive and engaging and was able to help increase interest for engineering in 
young students. 







The career gateway elective handbook is created each semester by our chapter. Our Vice- 
President compiles the handbook from the feedback from students who have taken the electives. 
This handbook provides a easy and helpful view of what each elective is like and how the class is 
taught making it easy for students to figure out which classes to take before registration. 


Our final large departmental event was to host a joint registration prep night with the UT ASME 
chapter in order to help prepare all mechanical engineering students for the upcoming 
registration session. This was a huge success we gave away pancakes, donuts and lots of great 
registration advice hopefully the tradition will continue in future semesters.  


General Meetings 


The Texas Kappa chapter held chapter meetings every other Tuesday during the semester. We 
held six general meetings each in the fall and spring semesters. Each general meeting included a 
presentation by the officer team on chapter business and upcoming events, free dinner for 
members, a message from the corporate speaker, and a chance for students to network with the 
corporate reps and ask them questions about their presentation or about employment 
opportunities. We can happily report that several of our candidates established interviews as a 
direct result of talking to our sponsors during meetings as well. 


Service 


This was a successful year for our organization being involved in Service events including, 
Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day, Explore UT, Student Panels, Food Drives, Clean ups, and 
other events. The first three of the service events listed above were on-campus programs where 
we were able to give back to our school. The other events are all off campus events where we 
were able to give back to our community and city. Introduce a girl to engineering day we were 
able to host and help out with activities to engage girls in school in engineering and hopefully 
increase their interest in the STEM field. Explore UT was a great opportunity to display the Don 
Foster Engine Collection to young students and their families and help to engage them in 
engineering. The student panels were recurring events where our members would sit on a panel 
to help answer the questions of prospective students. We also helped to participate in canned 
food drives during the semester where we were able to gather a large donation of canned food to 
give to the local area food bank. Several Clean ups were hosted during the year, ranging from 
helping out with the sustainability squad helping to recycle trash at the stadiums to helping clean 
a sustainable garden that UT has. Our chapter also helped to volunteer for other service events 
including volunteering as mentors at the TAME Capital Area STEM competition.  


Social 


Our chapter believes strongly in building relationships between our members. To foster these 
relationships, we engaged in the usual social happy hours and outings to different unique local 
attractions, and began having more unique social opportunities. The happy hours each semester 
were held at local restaurants for the members to have fun together and grab drinks and food 
with friends. We also hosted multiple game nights and Bowling nights as well as study nights 
with snacks. These were more informal easy to attend social events where members could come 
and go and meet people, have snacks, and enjoy themselves. We started having picnics as well 
where we would stop by local restaurants and then head over to the nearby park to eat and play 







around outdoors for a while. There were also many social opportunities available during E- week 
this year as our organization participated in the engineering wide org competition and was able 
to win 6th place. There were many different types of events at E-week that were fun and 
engaging and allowed members to bond together and meet members of other organizations. We 
also began hosting more joint socials this year to encourage members of our society to be reach 
out and meet members of other organizations such as a joint karaoke event with the Society of 
Women Engineers. Moving forward we will continue to provide fun and engaging social 
opportunities and increase participation and continue moving forward with the joint socials.  


Convention Participation 


For the first time in recent history we had a small group attend the national convention in 
February there was a total of three officers who attended for the weekend. The convention was 
very eye opening as it was our first time directly participating in something hosted by the 
national PTS chapter. Highly recommend attending the convention yearly as a way to stay 
connected.  


Interest Groups 


In the Spring we tried hosting an internal interest group system for our members. Each officer 
paired up with another officer to host events related to their interest topic. For example, one 
group was the dancing interest group so that group would occasionally go to dance outings 
together like country dancing. The officers greatly enjoyed the program but it needs a little 
refinement to engage members more.  


 C. Other  


Organization Performance 


The Texas Kappa chapter has had an amazing year for growth especially the fall semester of this 
year. In the past our organization has been less known and not very visible even among the 
mechanical engineers. In the past several years our organization has been working to improve 
itself and our members participation. The fall semester of this year we had a very large class of 
initiates who were participating in events, this intake of new members helped to boost our 
organization's numbers and open up more opportunities for us. The spring semester we really 
helped to further improve the organization. We established consistency with how corporate 
supporters should be contacted and continuously improved our organization. Officer meetings 
allowed us to make progress and we plan to continue them in order for every officer team to 
maintain positive movement. Overall we had a lot of great ideas and made a lot of progress as a 
chapter and will be using that to move forward and continue to improve our organization in the 
future.  


Website: For more information about our chapter, please visit our website: 
www.ptstexaskappa.com 


Report compiled by: Robin Stewart, President Spring 2017  








Texas Kappa 
University of Texas, Austin, Texas 


Chartered April 18, 1931. Number 11. 
 
Goals for 2008-2009 


Our goals for 2008-2009 were to increase 
membership rates, increase the number of 
activities offered to our members, and expand 
active members’ participation 


Activities 
The Texas Kappa chapter continues to remain 
active in both service and social activities.  
During 2008-2009, we have proudly 
maintained our activity with a local 
elementary school in which members and 
initiates teach the students short science 
experiments after school.  It is a rewarding 
opportunity to increase the students’ penchant 
for science and engineering.  
 
The chapter has also instituted a mid-semester 
dinner in which the initiates, members, and 
officers gather to socialize and form ties of 
community within the organization.  
Furthermore, the chapter formed an intramural 
soccer team during the fall 2008 and spring 
2009 semesters and a water volleyball team 
during the fall 2008 semester as additional 
social activities. 


Graduates 
Brandon Beberwyck – University of California 


Berkeley (Graduate Program in Materials 
Science and Engineering) 


Adam Behrman – Exxon-Mobil 
Sean Berg – University of Texas (Graduate 


Program in Mechanical Engineering) 
Zachary Blakeman – Exxon-Mobil 
Michael Crawley – Ohio State University 


(Graduate Program in Mechanical 
Engineering) 


Melissa Diekroeger – Proctor and Gamble 
Cliff Eversdyk – Wood Group 
Laura Iacoviello – Exxon-Mobil 
Jacob Malinoff – BASF 
Whitney Shaeffer – L-3 Communications 


Awards & Recognition 
No awards were presented for 2008-2009. 


Names of New Members 
Fall 2008 Pledges 


Eric Allcorn  Jill Bornhurst 
David Galvin Case Gornstein 
Christopher Lam Matthias Lang 
Jeffrey Lee David Pasternak 
Jason Pettit Javier Robalino 
Whitney Shaeffer Ravi Singh 
Joanna Tsenn Charles Upshaw 


Mike Vu 
Spring 2009 Pledges 


Sean Boose Ryan Deal 
JonathonGaspredes Jason Gerencser 
Lisa Ivy Prasad Joshi 
Jursic Domagoj David Kistenmacher 
Andrew Kurzawski Johnny Lee 
Henry Leo Omar Muttardy 
Alex Oddo Brian Patrick 
Daniel Peterson Mikko Ponkala 
Kramer Schlaudt Daniel Schmid 
Jedmond Tacardon David Townsend 
Enrique Villarreal 


Transfer of Responsibilities 
In order to provide a smooth transition 
between officers, each exiting officer met with 
his/her replacement to talk about their duties 
and role in the organization.  The exiting 
officer also provided their contact information 
for the next semester to allow a way to quickly 
resolve any questions.  


Plans for 2009-2010 
In 2009-2010, our chapter plans to continue 
our service work with the local elementary 
school with increased involvement as well to 
create other educational outreach 
opportunities.  We plan to update our website 
and promote our organization more actively 
within the mechanical engineering department. 
We also hope to do more events co-hosted 
with other organizations and perhaps put 
together a committee on the improvement of 
our building and the study environment within 
it. Other ideas include faculty firesides and 
advising for students, especially those newly 
admitted to the mechanical engineering 
department. 


Chapter Officers 
President Brandon Beberwyck 
Vice President Gede Bhawa 
Treasurer Matthias Lang 
Secretary Christopher Lam 
Corporate Rep Alex Oddo 
Service Chair Jeffrey Lee 
Activity Chair Thomas Anderson 
 Jason Pettit 
SEC Rep Joanna Tsenn 
 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Eric Taleff 


Contact Information 
http://www.engr.utexas.edu/pts/ 
pts.kappa@gmail.com 


Reporter 
Matthias Lang 
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2018-2019 


The University of Texas at Austin Texas Kappa 


Full Annual Chapter Report 


  


A. Initiations  


 


A change in the initiation procedure was brought on by the new officer team that was elected for 


the spring 2019 semester. The decrease in number of initiates and candidate participation spurred 


this change.  


 


The selection process for the fall 2018 semester was based on the rank of students in the 


Mechanical Engineering program. Juniors in the top 25% of their class and the top 35% of 


seniors were invited. Invitations were emailed to qualified students from the PTS chapter sponsor 


and a PTS officer. For the spring 2019 semester, the officers decided to invite the top 25% of 


sophomore Mechanical Engineering students who were classified as juniors by credit hours. This 


was one of the efforts to increase activity, membership, and presence of Pi Tau Sigma. The top 


25% of the junior class and seniors in the top 35% of their class were also invited. The 


invitations for the spring 2019 semester were sent via email from the Chair of the Mechanical 


Engineering Department. The purpose of involving the Chair was to emphasize the significance 


of Pi Tau Sigma to prospective initiates.  


 


The requirements from initiates also differed between fall and spring semesters of this school 


year. For the fall 2018 semester, initiates had to fulfill five volunteer hours and five social hours. 


They also needed to complete a selfie portfolio where they took selfies with PTS officers. 


Additionally, initiates were required to attend every general meeting, pay dues, pass the 


constitution quiz, and attend initiation.  


 


For the spring 2019 semester, the officers simplified the initiation process. The requirements 


included attending each general meeting, passing the constitution quiz, attending initiation, and 


paying dues. Initiates were required to complete five club hours—which include volunteering 


and social events. If the initiate was unable to attend a general meeting, they could make it up 


with an extra club hour. The new requirements allowed for a more forgiving initiation process 


which is necessary for busy Mechanical Engineering students.  


 


The initiation ceremony and rituals remained the same throughout the fall and spring semesters. 


The prescribed initiation ceremony procedures were performed in the Chapter Sponsor’s lab. 


Initiation for the fall semester was Friday, December 7th. There were seven new initiates. The 


spring initiation was Friday, May 3rd with 23 new initiates. Celebrations for the fall and spring 


initiates included going to restaurants together where the chapter treated everyone for a job well 


done. Finally, initiates, members, and alumni were added to a new PTS Kappa Connections 


LinkedIn group in the spring. 


 







 
Fall 18’ and Spring 19’ Initiation 


 


 


 


 


B. Chapter Activities  


 


The chapter was involved in several different activities and collaborated with other organizations 


such as ASME and SWE. PTS members and initiates volunteered at a wide array of events. To 


name a few, our members could be found volunteering at the Texas mock trials for high school 


students, Shoal Creek clean-ups around the city of Austin, the Central Texas Foodbank, and 


Habitat for Humanity. We let our members know about volunteering events that they could go to 


for volunteering hours, but were unable to plan our own. 


 


 


 
Various Service Events Involving Texas Kappa Members 


 







For social activities, PTS held weekly bowling socials on campus, lunch hangouts every Friday, 


game nights, and a pool party for its members.  


 


 
Weekly Varsity Pizza Socials 


 


Our chapter also encouraged PTS members to attend talks set up by the Engineering school. This 


included graduate student panels, talks by distinguished professors, and lectures by notable 


members of the engineering community.  


 


 
Graduate Panels and Professor Research Seminars 


 


During general meetings, top professors in the Mechanical Engineering Department spoke to the 


club with dinner provided. A variety of topics were covered from the future of materials to the 


latest developments in nuclear robotics. Companies, like EthosEnergy, visited during general 


meetings as well to discuss internship opportunities and the latest developments in industry.  


 








Texas Kappa 
University of Texas, Austin, Texas 


Chartered April 18, 1931. Number 11. 
 
Goals for 2007-2008 


Our goals for 2007-2008 were to increase 
membership rates, increase the number of 
activities offered to our members, and expand 
active members’ participation 


Activities 
The Texas Kappa chapter continues to remain 
active in both service and social activities.  
During 2007-2008, we have proudly 
maintained our activity with a local 
elementary school in which members and 
initiates teach the students short science 
experiments after school.  It is a rewarding 
opportunity to increase the students’ penchant 
for science and engineering.  
 
The chapter has also instituted a mid-semester 
dinner in which the initiates, members, and 
officers gather to socialize and form ties of 
community within the organization.  
Furthermore, the chapter formed an intramural 
soccer team with Tau Beta Pi during the fall 
2007 semester as another social activity. 


Graduates 
Wesley Zurovec - Exxon-Mobil 
Gede Bhawa - University of Texas (Graduate 


Program in Petroleum Engineering) 
Chris Cha - Exxon-Mobil 
David Bacorn - Plans Unknown 
Derek Sowell - Entrepreneur 
Kevin Carollo - University of Texas (Graduate 


Program in Mechanical Engineering) 
Nick Pedrazas - University of Texas (Graduate 


Program in Mechanical Engineering) 
Joe Williams - Dril-Quip 


Awards & Recognition 
No awards were presented for 2007-2008. 


Names of New Members 
Fall 2007 Pledges 


Brandon Beberwyck Laura Iacoviello 
Cole Carson Corey Joy 
Melissa Piekroeger Thomas Anderson 


Spring 2008 Pledges 
Zachary Blakeman Phil McLain 
Alejandro Novoa Josh Hallman 
Sean Berg Cliff Eversdyk 
Jacob Malinoff Michael Crawley 
Alex Duncan Margaret Haywayrd 
James Svenstrup Eric Dierks 
Wen Yong 


Transfer of Responsibilities 
In order to provide a smooth transition 
between officers, each exiting officer meets 
with his/her replacement to talk about their 
duties and role in the organization.  The 
exiting officer also provides their contact 
information for the next semester to allow a 
way to quickly resolve any questions.  


Plans for 2008-2009 
In 2008-2009, our chapter plans to continue 
our service work with the local elementary 
school with increased involvement as well as 
create other educational outreach 
opportunities.  We plan to update our website 
and promote our organization more vocally 
within the mechanical engineering department.   


Chapter Officers 
President Wesley Zurovec 
Vice President Gede Bhawa 
Treasurer Chris Cha 
Secretary Brandon Beberwyck 
Corporate Rep Adam Behrman 
Service Chair David Bacorn 
Activity Chair Thomas Anderson 
SEC Rep Kevin Carollo 
 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Eric Taleff 


Contact Information 
http://www.engr.utexas.edu/pts/ 
pts@engr.utexas.edu 


Reporter 
Brandon Beberwyck 
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PI TAU SIGMA - TEXAS KAPPA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


Fall 2012 - Spring 2013 


 


 


 


Initiates and Initiation 
 


Selection and Recruitment Process 


 


To be eligible for membership in the Texas Kappa chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, Mechanical 


Engineering students at The University of Texas at Austin must have completed 60 or more 


credit hours for a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering, while maintaining an overall 


GPA of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale. At the start of each semester, the PTS faculty advisor works 


with the M.E. department to identify those students from this group who are also in the top 25% 


of the junior class or the top 35% of the senior class as defined in the Pi Tau Sigma Constitution. 


Once the list of eligible members is determined, PTS officers hand-deliver invitation letters from 


the department to all of the prospective members and send an invitation via email written by the 


current president. The letter and email explain the purpose of Pi Tau Sigma, describe some of the 


programs and events that the chapter participates in, and invite the prospective members to 


attend information sessions where they can learn more about the organization and the 


requirements for membership.  


 


 


Initiation Requirements 


 


In order to get the new initiates accustomed to carrying out the core values of Pi Tau Sigma and 


to make membership in our chapter meaningful, our chapter calls for the candidates to meet 


several requirements for initiation. A points system is in place to ensure candidates get involved 


in both social and service events. Candidates must have 15 points by the time of initiation. A 


maximum of 5 points must be earned by participating in social events, and a minimum of 5 


points must be earned by participating in service events. Candidates can also earn 1 point for 


each of the six general meetings that they attend. Additional requirements for initiation include 


submitting a resume to the recording secretary; paying membership dues by the 2nd general 


meeting; passing a "PTS Constitution Quiz;" obtaining signatures from all officers, membership 


candidates, and the faculty advisor; and attending initiation. 


 


 


Initiation Ceremony 


 


Our chapter's initiation ceremony typically occurs two weeks before the end of each semester. 


For the 2012-2013 year, initiations were held on December 4, 2012 and April 25, 2013, and we 


initiated 10 new members in each of the ceremonies. We consider initiation to be a formal affair, 


and all in attendance are required to wear business formal attire. Our long standing tradition has 


been to conduct the initiation ceremony on the roof of our Mechanical Engineering building. 


Prior to going to the roof, our initiates each semester were given a tour of some of the most 







cutting edge labs in the mechanical engineering building. After the tour, the initiation ceremony 


was conducted following the guidelines as set forth in the rituals of Pi Tau Sigma. Once the 


initiation was completed, each pledge and officer signed their name in our Initiation Record 


Book that contains names from each pledge class and officer team since our chapter's charter 


year, 1931.  


 


To celebrate the accomplishments of the new initiates, we held a banquet both semesters at the 


famous Salt Lick BBQ restaurant in Driftwood, TX, where top candidates were recognized. 


Through fundraising, we were able to afford to pay for the meals of all members, both new and 


old, that elected to attend.  


 


 


Chapter Activities 
 


Fundraising 


 


Each year our chapter raises money through several programs. Our most common fundraising 


event is PTS Cheap Lunch, where we serve food and drinks to students of all majors on the lawn 


between the engineering buildings. In general, we sell pizza, chips, sodas, and candy at an 


extremely low cost--about $1 per slice of Domino’s pizza. We feel that, in addition to 


fundraising, our version of Cheap Lunch simultaneously serves our community by giving 


students the opportunity to enjoy an affordable lunch right outside of their classes with their 


peers. Labor from PTS members and candidates is procured on a volunteer basis, and therefore 


the lunches count as a service event for candidates to earn their required points.  


 


This year, we hosted a total of eight lunches, the most our chapter has ever organized in a single 


academic year. Not only did this significantly increase our success in raising funds, but it also 


greatly improved our campus visibility and recognition amongst younger mechanical engineering 


students. Chapter recognition has been and will continue to be an important goal for us, so there 


is no doubt that we will continue this event moving forward. Furthermore, we also served lunch 


to middle and high school students from all across the country who attended the annual Explore 


UT day, an event where campus is open to visitors who want to learn more about the university 


and all the different programs its departments offer. We sold over $1,000 worth of food at this 


year’s event. Finally, we continued our popular morning coffee sales from the chapter office. In 


addition to coffee, however, we began selling popular snacks (e.g., Sun Chips, Starbursts, and 


Snickers) throughout the day as well. The combined fundraising efforts raised over $3000 this 


year, which is one of our most successful years on our record.  


 


 


Service 


 


Service events of this year for our candidates and actives included a slew of the longstanding 


Texas Kappa service events, as well as the addition of a few new ones. Our service events 


included our usual Peer Advising, Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day, Explore UT, Austin 


Food Bank, Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure, Ladybird Lake Cleanup, Barton Creek Trail 


Cleanup, Austin Pet’s Alive, and a special Dog Rescue. 







The first three of the service events listed above were on-campus programs. ME Peer Advising is 


one of our chapter's signature service duties. During registration, we provide suggestions to 


underclassmen on scheduling, classes, and professors. We are the only group in Mechanical 


Engineering besides the Advising Office itself with the qualifications needed to properly advise 


students, so our schedule for registration weeks is always packed. Introduce a Girl to 


Engineering Day entailed providing labor to the on-campus day-long program for introducing 


young girls to the world of science and engineering, including providing food and concessions to 


the over 5000 elementary and high school girls who turned out. At ExploreUT, in addition to the 


lunch fundraiser we ran, we also set up a booth to introduce visiting students of all ages to 


fundamental principles of Mechanical Engineering. We set up an exhibit of our 13-piece 


miniature steam engine collection and ran the engines using compressed air while describing 


each engine's principles of operation to the audience. 


 


As members of Pi Tau Sigma, we also held volunteering within the community as a high priority. 


Volunteering for the Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure involved helping set up and tear down 


all the equipment, scaffolding, and banners for the finish line area. Our candidates and actives 


served hundreds of homeless and impoverished Austin citizens when we volunteered with the 


Austin Food Bank. To help keep our local parks clean and beautiful, we helped with two separate 


cleanup events at Ladybird Lake and Barton Creek Trail. Lastly, we looked after the lost pets of 


our community we volunteered with two animal shelter events with Austin Pet’s Alive by 


walking dogs and cleaning out cages and by helping setup for a special adopting session called 


the Dog Rescue. 


 


Overall, our volunteering between the fall and spring semesters totaled 350 hours combined 


among our members. This year has been one of the most proactive and fruitful in our chapter’s 


history, with candidates and actives alike stepping up to provide as much of their time as they 


could afford to both the improvement of our school and the wellbeing of our community. 


 


 


Departmental Activities 


 


One of Pi Tau Sigma's core duties is to encourage participation in departmental activities. This 


year our departmental activities included maintaining the department's miniature steam engine 


collection, conducting ME faculty interviews, constructing a Job Interview Question Database, 


and conducting formal peer advising for over 400 undergraduate students in the Mechanical 


Engineering department.  


 


Two years ago, Don Foster (BSME 1948), one of our alumni members, donated his collection of 


hand built miniature gas and steam engines to our chapter. Since then we have been entrusted by 


the ME department with the responsibility of cleaning and maintaining the engines so we could 


proudly display them in the ME building and at outreach events. A 1916 Case Steam Tractor, a 


Corliss Steam Engine, and a Hit and Miss gasoline engine are just a few examples of the 13 


different engines. For both the fall and spring, our engines officer worked on creating 


documentation for each engine explaining how the engine worked and the history of its design. 


 







The ME faculty interviews entailed gathering a group of PTS members together to meet with 


some of the job candidates the ME department was considering hiring in the spring. The 


department invited us to have lunch with each of candidates, ask them about their interests and 


areas of research, and give feedback to the department about whether or not we liked the 


candidate and would enjoy having him or her as a professor. These interviews were a lot of fun 


and greatly helped the department gather some student input to help them make their hiring 


decisions. 


 


One of the most important activities that we participated in last spring was formal peer advising. 


In years past, our peer advising consisted of an officer and a couple of candidates sitting at a 


table in the Mechanical Engineering building lobby and informally answering questions about 


different classes and professors. This year, however, the advising department decided to 


officially incorporate us into the advising process, sending over 400 undergraduates to our office 


to be formally advised on prospective classes, different professors, and each student’s plan to 


graduate in four or four and a half years. This program was particularly important for two 


reasons. First, formal peer advising gave officers an opportunity to directly give back to the 


Mechanical Engineering community and department at our school. Second, this program also 


greatly increased awareness of Pi Tau Sigma, especially among freshmen and sophomores that 


would have probably otherwise not have heard of us until their junior years. The students and 


department advisors thought that the first iteration of this program was so successful that the 


department plans to use Pi Tau Sigma to advise more than 33% of the undergraduate students in 


the Fall semester.  


 


 


Special Events 


 


This year we participated in several events with other engineering societies. These programs 


included various inter-organizational competitions, our Fourth Annual Engineering Honors 


BBQ, and our signature event, the Second Annual "Carnot Classic" Engineering Golf 


Tournament. 


 


The Engineering Honors BBQ, which we held for the fourth consecutive year this spring, was an 


all-day event we held at a local city park to get to know members of engineering honor societies 


such as TBP, OXE, etc. from all engineering disciplines. This event was sponsored by Fluor, an 


engineering company that wanted to get involved with our PTS chapter and get their name on 


one of our events. Admission was free for all in attendance, PTS members and non-members 


alike. We barbecued ribs, sausage, and brisket, grilled hot dogs and hamburgers, and served 


meat, sides and drinks to all in attendance. We also had lawn games and volleyball for fun after 


the meal. We had a great turnout of PTS members and members of other organizations, and the 


event was quite a success. 


 


Our biggest event this year, and certainly our most unique, was the "Carnot Classic" Engineering 


Golf Tournament. The tournament was held on April 13th at a local golf course in Austin, and 


served as a fundraiser for our organization and for all other student organizations in attendance. 


The program provided a way for engineering students and employers to get together for a 


relaxing networking experience that highlighted how our different organizations work together. 







Engineering companies donated funds for several aspects of the event, including hole 


sponsorships, team sponsorships, tournament title sponsorships, etc. The net proceeds from the 


entry fees were divided among all engineering student organizations in attendance, directly 


proportional to the number of students present from each society. Corporate representatives and 


engineering professors were in attendance, and four our four-man scramble we tried to pair at 


least two professionals with a group of students so they could ask question and build networking 


and social experience without being in a formal sit-down event. We had prizes for each player on 


the overall first place team, a prize for the longest drive, several door prizes, and raffle prizes. 


We were sponsored by Pinnacle AIS to have a banquet at the end catered by the course, which 


provided a free dinner to all of our student and non-student players in attendance. We 


experienced a great turnout of golfers, and everyone had a ton of fun. One of the corporate 


sponsors' team, with two mechanical engineering students on it, won first place overall, and a 


member of ASME won the longest drive prize. As we continue to learn and adapt with this 


young event, we hope to continue to improve turnout and support each year. We had a lot of 


valuable feedback and suggestions from this tournament and anticipate an even larger 


tournament next year. We want to eventually make the Carnot Classic our biggest fundraising 


event and networking opportunity for the students. 


 


 


Social Events 


 


Our chapter believes strongly in building relationships between our members and in the 


importance of team cohesion. To foster these ideals, we engaged in social happy hours, outings 


to different unique local attractions, and attending sports events. The happy hours each semester 


were held at local restaurants for the membership candidates to get their signatures for initiation 


and to have fun together with the members of their candidate class, as well as actives who want a 


break from studying. We had an outing to Jumpoline, a local family attraction with an entire 


building full of trampolines and trampoline games such as dodgeball and basketball. We also had 


a mini-golf event at Peter Pan Mini Golf, a local Austin attraction that allowed our candidate to 


familiarize themselves with the officers. Finally, after having a very successful year of 


fundraising, we were able to take our candidates and actives to a few very fun and special events, 


such as Blazer Tag, a huge indoor laser tag studio and a trip to a Texas Stars hockey game. We 


also had a multiple opportunities each semester to network and have fun with companies on a 


small scale outside of the golf tournament. In the fall, we gave our candidates and actives an 


event to go bowling with DNV, one of our corporate meeting sponsors, which allowed our 


members again to have fun and network with a company at the same time. In the spring, we had 


an opportunity to get dinner with Peak6, giving out members a chance to sit down with company 


representatives in an informal event to ask questions ranging from job opportunities and resume 


building to transitioning from school to work. We also had two very large and special social 


events for our members, one each semester. In the fall, we took a large group of people to K1 


Speed, an indoor go kart racetrack that features high speed karts and timed race events. In the 


spring, we took a group to an indoor skydiving wind tunnel at iFly Austin, a very special 


experience for everyone who wanted to go and a great way to get our actives excited for future 


social events.  


 


 







General Meetings 


 


The Texas Kappa chapter held chapter meetings every other week each semester. As mentioned 


previously, membership candidates were required to attend all meetings unless they had a hard 


conflict such as a class or an exam. We held five general meetings in the fall and spring 


semesters. Each general meeting included popular or classic music playing at the beginning 


while people entered, a presentation by the chapter President on chapter business and upcoming 


events, a free meal for PTS members and candidates sponsored by a corporate speaker, a 


message from the corporate speaker, and a chance for students to network with the corporate reps 


and ask them questions about their presentation or about employment opportunities. In the fall, 


the companies that sponsored meetings included Shell, Trane, National Instruments, Hess, and 


Schlumberger. In the spring, the sponsors were Texas Instruments, National Oilwell Varco, 


Tenaris, Wood Group, and BP. All of these meetings went very smoothly, and the music 


especially made the meetings a fun place to hang out. We especially enjoyed watching members 


and candidates talk with the representatives after the meetings to exchange information and 


business cards. We can happily report that several of our candidates established interviews as a 


direct result of talking to our sponsors during meetings as well.  


 


 


Chords and Stoles 


 


In the spring of last year, we made a strong push to improve participation with our non-officer 


actives of the chapter. In order to do this, we bought cords and stoles at the beginning of the 


semester and required seniors to earn points in order to be eligible to wear them at the graduation 


ceremony. Specifically, non-officer members had to earn two, four, and six semester points to be 


able to wear cords, stoles, and both cords and stoles, respectively. This program had an 


immediate impact on member participation - we went from having two actives attending 


meetings in the fall to twelve. Most impressive, however, is that this program also improved 


upon the actives' non-existent participation in service and social events to having them become 


driving factors at some of our events. We look forward to seeing how much we can expand on 


their involvement to keep our chapter healthy and thriving.   


 


 


National Convention 


 


This year, our president, Paul Tyger, had an enjoyable and productive experience at the Pi Tau 


Sigma National Convention hosted by the Ohio State University’s chapter. Paul networked with 


several members from other chapters, learned about national goals and priorities, and applied 


advice that he received from other chapters’ presidents to improve our organization in the spring. 


Due to financial constraints, we were unable to send as many members to the national 


convention that we wanted to. However, given that Texas A&M will be hosting next year’s 


National Convention and travel expenses will be small, we hope to send at least four members to 


the event in 2014. 


 


 







Scholarships 


 


In the 2012-2013, we continued the relatively new tradition of awarding scholarships to 


outstanding members of our society. We believe that scholarships are a great way to recognize 


members and candidates who have shown a lot of dedication and effort to our society. Therefore, 


we set aside $250 for the Most Outstanding Membership Candidate, which was given to the 


winners at our celebration dinner for new members at Salt Lick BBQ.  The selection criteria for 


the scholarship was heavily weighted on points (the number of social events attended and service 


hours recorded by each candidate/member), but financial need and leadership were also 


considered.  


 


 


Society Organization 


 


We have witnessed a lot of growth in our organization from both new candidates joining our 


organization to the participation of actives during the last year. We also saw growth in turnout 


from the new programs run by our chapter over the last two years. From these awesome 


additions, our officer group has had to adjust by reorganizing our officer positions. The officer 


positions carrying from last year include been President, Vice President, Treasurer, Recording 


Secretary, Corporate Liaison (formerly Corresponding Secretary), Parliamentarian, two Service 


Chairs, two Social Chairs, Engines Officer, Student Engineering Council (SEC) Representative, 


Special Events Coordinator, Fundraising Director, Actives Chair, and Historian. We have seen 


some of these positions get combined over the year, especially when the overlap in several 


functions. In the next fall semester, our Special Events Coordinator will also be our corporate 


liaison, for example, but in the spring (when we host the golf tournament) we expect those 


positions to separate again. We have also added seats to some of the positions, such as doubling 


our corporate liaison chair to allow easier contact with companies during busy times in the 


semester. Our elections are held per semester immediately following the initiation ceremony, 


allowing only fully-initiated PTS members will be elected to officer positions. Each candidate 


for a position gives a short speech on why they believe they can serve well in the position, 


followed by questions from the other members. Then the nominees leave the room while the 


other members cast their votes on written ballots. The officer group is run by the President, who 


runs the biweekly general meetings and officer meetings on off-weeks. The Vice President 


assists the President and keeps track of the progress of membership candidates. The Treasurer 


creates a budget for the year and handles reimbursements for members. The Recording Secretary 


is in charge of keeping track of attendance at general meetings and other events, up-keeping our 


email account, and sending out weekly emails. The Corporate Liaisons are responsible for 


finding speakers for general meetings. Our Webmaster updates our website and creates any event 


sign-ups that we need, and our Historian documents events by taking pictures. Our Service 


Chairs, Social Chairs, and Fundraising Director are in charge of planning events that accomplish 


the objectives of their respective positions. The Special Events Coordinator is in charge of 


planning the annual Carnot Classic Engineering Golf Tournament, advertising it to companies 


and student organizations, and procuring sponsorships. The Actives Chair creates new incentives 


for initiated non-officer members to stay involved, and organizes events for active members 


only. The Parliamentarian is in charge of learning Robert's Rules and facilitating their use during 


chapter meetings. 
 







In the Fall 2012 semester, we purchased polos for the officers to add a level of poise and 


professionalism to our positions. We decided that they should be worn on campus 


each Tuesday that we had a general meeting. We decided to do this for a few reasons. First, some 


of the most popular engineering organizations on UT's campus (e.g., ASME and SHPE) had 


bought polos the year before and proclaimed the success the polos had in reminding members 


that they were hosting meetings that night when e-mails didn't suffice. Increasing participation 


on the part of active members was one of the most important goals for our chapter in the 2012-


2013 year, so we felt that this would help. Second, by having our officers wear the polos every 


other Tuesday to their classes, we hoped to increase general awareness of our organization, 


which was another important goal that we are constantly trying to achieve. Finally, having all of 


the officers wear the same polos definitely increased the perception that our chapter was 


organized and professional, which said to prospective candidates that joining the Texas Kappa 


chapter would not be a waste of their time or money. The designs can be seen in the pictures 


below. 


 


Last year in Texas Kappa went down as one of the most active in recent history. This year built 


on last year's success and was quite likely the most successful year in the 80-year history of our 


chapter. Not too long ago we were an underperforming society with very few events. Now, we 


have doubled the number events that we host and have greatly increased interest and membership 


in our chapter. We have built a strong house on a strong foundation, and now hope to continue 


building our chapter's prominence in upholding the Pi Tau Sigma core values of integrity, 


leadership, and service for years to come. 


 


 


  







Websites 


 


For more information about our chapter, please visit our website:  


 


www.ptsut.com 


 


For additional information on some of the events we participated in, please see the following 


websites: 


 


Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure: http://www.komenaustin.org/komen-race-for-the-cure/ 


 


Austin Food Bank: http://www.austinfoodbank.org/ 


 


Austin Pets Alive: http://www.austinpetsalive.org/ 


 


Ladybird Lake Cleanup: http://www.keepaustinbeautiful.org/ladybirdlake 


 


Barton Creek Trail Cleanup: http://www.austinparks.org/multi-project-list.html 


 


"Carnot Classic" Tournament: http://www.ptsut.com/p/golf.html 


 


Explore UT: http://www.utexas.edu/events/exploreut  


 


Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day: http://www.engr.utexas.edu/wep/k12/girlday  


 


Jumpoline: http://jumpolinepark.com/  


 


K1 Speed: http://www.k1speed.com/austin-location.html 


 


iFly Austin: http://austin.iflyworld.com/ 
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Pictures 


 


 
The Texas Stars Hockey Game 


 


 
Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day 


 


 
Carnot Classic Golf Tournament 


 


 
Showing off engines at Explore UT 







 


 
New initiates from Spring 2013 


 


 
Texas Stars Hockey Game 


 


 
Golf Tournament Winners 


 


 
Polo T-Shirt Design 


 







The Texas Kappa officers for the 2011-2012 academic year were: 


 


Fall 2012 


 


President      Steven Kanik 


Vice President     Susan Conover 


Treasurer      Sean Knight 


Recording Secretary     Rachel Naylor 


Corresponding Secretary    Paul Tyger 


Service Chairs     John Slimp & Lauren Slattery 


Social Chairs      Austin Wheeler & Wynn Kopriva 


Fundraising Director    Colton Moseley 


Engines Officer     Juan Trejo 


Webmaster      Elfrey Shira 


Historian      John Slimp 


Special Events Coordinator    Colton Moseley 


 


 


Spring 2013 


 


President      Paul Tyger 


Vice President     Steven Kanik 


Treasurer      Wynn Kopriva 


Recording Secretary     Lauren Slattery 


Corporate Liaisons    Jeremy Carlson & David Galvin 


Service Chairs     James Kendrick & Davis Ballew 


Social Chair      John Slimp 


Fundraising Director    Jennifer Lin 


Engines Officer     Rachel Naylor 


SEC Representative     Jeff King 


Webmaster      Elfrey Shira 


Historian      Albert Phan 


Special Events Coordinator    Nick Meriwether 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Report Written By: Paul Tyger and Jeremy Carlson 





